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All molecular phylogenetic methods are based on two assumptions: independence of 
characters and constant selective pressure. It is well known that these assumptions are often 
violated, but it is assumed that the methods are robust to such violations. However, the 
increase of unorthodox phylogenies makes us wonder about their reliability. None of the 
currently used phylogenetic methods and models account for a change of 
functional/structural constraint at the protein level. In order to understand the consequences 
on the phylogenetic inference, I studied the distribution of the structural/functional 
misleading phylogenetic signal in the tree and described the effect of change of constraint at 
the protein level on the DNA substitution pattern. 
While randomly distributed, homoplastic changes cancel "each other" and can be 
considered as background noise. However, homoplastic events due to independent change in 
hydrophobic constraint tend to accumulate in some parts of the tree and can be misleading. A 
method has been implemented (DISECT) to estimate the distribution of such homoplasies 
and to improve the tree inference with a partial down-weighting scheme. 
Change of constraint at the protein level can influence the DNA substitution pattern. 
The software program DRUIDS has been designed to detect anomalies in substitution pattern 
due to a change of constraint. Analysis of four cytochrome b datasets shows that the same 
regions exhibit a deviation from stationarity in amino acid hydrophobicity and volume and 
have a high substitution rate. In addition, these regions fail the HKY model of evolution and 
cluster in areas that interact with neighboring proteins in the bel complex. Local constraints 
change frequently in interacting areas and compensatory substitutions occur to maintain the 
viii 
Gtness of the bel complex phenotype. Similar study of a protein that interacts with 
cytochrome b (Subunit 7) confirms these results. A close look at the genetic code structure 
shows an asymmetry of nucleotide substitutions when there is a change of residue 
hydrophobicity and volume and current molecular model of evolution do not accommodate 
such biases. 
The results of this dissertation suggest that molecular phylogenetic models and 
methods should account for more biology to be more reliable. 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is composed of five chapters and a general conclusion. Each chapter 
can be considered independently; nevertheless, they are different aspects of the same 
problem I attempt to describe and to tackle in this dissertation. The first chapter introduces 
methods of phylogenetic reconstruction, including underlying assumptions and limitations. It 
presents background that will connect the following chapters and will serve as a "launching 
pad" to discuss the robustness of actual strategies to improve phylogenies. The second 
chapter describes a novel method to design sequencing microarrays. It is not only a 
biotechnology application-it also illustrates the concept of clade-specific freedom to vary for 
a given protein-coding gene constrained by structural or functional requirements. The third 
chapter deals with the problem of constraint: change of constraint and its influence on tree 
inference. This chapter describes a tree-free method to detect areas of a protein-coding gene 
in which the selective pressures vary. The position in the tree where these changes occur has 
differing consequences on phylogenetic reconstruction. The fourth chapter describes a 
method to study the effect of homoplasy accretion on particular branches and shows that 
these phylogenetically misleading accumulations are more the result of change of constraint 
than stochastic saturation. The fifth chapter is an empirical study of protein-protein 
interaction, change of constraint, and its outcome on phylogenetic reconstruction. Finally, the 
last chapter concludes and unites the elements presented in this dissertation. 
2 
Introduction 
"Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution." 
Theodore Dobzhanski 1973 
This quote is the most famous statement that underlines the importance of evolution 
studies. Biological mechanisms and features are not static. They change across time and 
across species. Their existence and their persistence are influenced by many interacting 
forces: necessity (through natural selection), chance (e.g. genetic drift), and inheritance. 
Phylogenetics is the science of classification of living organisms based on ancestral 
relationships. It allows to determine the history of organisms and to put traits in a context that 
results from an evolutionary process. 
The study of evolutionary processes goes beyond a simple knowledge, ordination, and 
understanding of living organisms. For instance, in order to improve drug design, a 
description of viral species and host co-evolution can allow researchers to understand how 
pathogens have experimented with resistant genes during evolution and then offer a blueprint 
for designing more efficient drugs (Liô and Goldman, 1998). Phylogenetic can also help to 
resolve the protein-folding problem by differentiating structurally from phylogenetically 
selected sites (Goldman ef a/. 1996, Pollock gf a/., 1999). Gene function divergence or 
innovation can be estimated using probabilistic models based on trees (Gu, 1999). 
In the genomic era, the need for reliable phylogenetic trees becomes pressing in order 
to interpret the tremendous amount of data that will be available in the near future. 
Unfortunately, following the production of more molecular data, and in spite of the progress 
in computational hardware and tools, an increase in unorthodox and contradictory 
phylogenies has been observed. As a result, the credibility of phylogenetics has suffered and 
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shows clear limitations that are not compatible with the evolutionary biologists' goal. 
Molecular phylogenetic reconstruction is sensitive to many misleading artifacts that are often 
simultaneously present in data sets (detailed later in this chapter). However, they are often 
undetected, and thus complicate the task of phylogeneticists to differentiate the phylogenetic 
signal from the non-historical noise. 
The next section will provide background in molecular phylogenetics, describe the 
limitations of existing approaches, and introduce the direction that this dissertation will take. 
In this section, I describe a brief history of phylogenetic methodology and the current 
approaches. The list of methods and models is far from being exhaustive and many of them 
are certainly missing. However, the purpose of this section is to provide the minimum and 
necessary background to understand the assumptions behind the most commonly used 
phylogenetic reconstruction approaches and their limitations in order to justify the objectives 
of this dissertation. 
Many methods of taxa classification have been attempted; they are different not only 
in form but conceptually, as well. Similitude, or phenetics, was the first attempt to establish 
relationships between organisms based on their morphology. Its premise is simple and 
intuitive: the most similar organisms are clustered (de Candolle, 1813). This approach is not 
well suited to understand the evolution of a particular character because it does not 
differentiate a derived character from an ancestral one. Organisms can be grouped according 
to their ancestral state, and their relationships do not necessarily reflect their evolution. Thus, 
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this method gives no information about the evolutionary process and character changes. In 
1950 with the cladistic approach, Hennig formalized a method to infer and describe trees in a 
repeatable, rigorous, and scientific manner, which reflects the history of an organism. Overall 
similarity is not sufficient. To be phylogenetic —in other words, to represent a parent 
relationship-a tree must show clustering of species based on inheritance. Species in the same 
cluster must share the same common ancestor, and clusters must be formed on the basis of 
the same evolutionary event-not on the ancestral character state. To qualify as a natural 
group, or monophyletic group, the hypothetical common ancestor (the node at the base of the 
cluster) must offer the derived character common and exclusive to this cluster. In order to 
infer a tree, the most probable hypothesis is the one which minimizes the number of events. 
The first parsimony algorithm was written around this concept (Kluge and Farris, 1969). 
The description of morphological characters is time consuming and requires the 
knowledge of an expert to determine homology. The investigator chooses "good" characters 
according to the principle of subordination (Jussieu, 1789; Cuvier, 1817)-those characters 
which are more likely to be phylogenetically informative do not fluctuate rapidly, change in a 
mofzoM fashion and are not susceptible to convergence or reversion (i.e. 
homoplastic). Thus, "good" characters are relatively very few. Scarcity of data and 
subjectivity of character choice are the primary criticisms of using morphological characters 
to establish a phylogeny. For example, in the Lamnifbrmes sharks, two species, the basking 
shark Cefor&fMwj maximwa and the megamouth shark MegacAasmza /ze/agicw, share the same 
apparent planktivory adaptation. Largely based on this observation, Masey (1985) proposed 
that the two species form a monophyletic group. Later in 1990, based on more detailed 
studies of the skull morphology and formulation of a hypothesis for the filter-feeding 
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mechanisms, Compagno interpreted this character as convergent. Molecular data based on 
two genes supports Compagnons hypothesis (Naylor ef a/., 1997). 
With the development of new molecular techniques such as the Polymerase Chain 
Reaction (PCR) and automated sequencing, molecular data has become more and more 
abundant and is currently used extensively in phylogenetics. The reason for this is that 
genetic markers are a good source of large numbers of characters. It is intuitive that having 
more characters is more informative than a few characters (e.g. to determine a tree of » taxa, 
we need at least %-l characters). Moreover, characters determined by a sequence of 
nucleotides (A, C, G and T) or amino acids are apparently more objective: they are discrete 
and unambiguous character states (i.e. an adenine is an adenine). The "many-to-one" 
mapping of nucleotide sequence to trait, reduces the influence of natural selection, making 
molecules slightly more neutral. Homology of sites is based on sequence alignment. Even if 
one can argue about multiple alignments accuracy, it is based a rigorous method based on 
clear assumptions. 
Several methods of phylogenetic trees inference have been proposed. The distance 
methods construct a tree that best explains the overall molecular differences between taxa. 
Unweighted Pair-Group Method of arithmetic Average (UPGMA) and Neighbor Joining (NJ) 
(Saitou and Nei, 1987) are two clustering distance methods. UPGMA assumes a constant rate 
of change or molecular clock (Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1965), and the inter-cluster distance 
is determined by averaging two distances. NJ is not subject to this limitation since the 
method consists of finding at each iteration the pair of taxa that minimizes the sum of the 
- estimated braach lengths %eganing^with-a star-hk& tre&.-Distances are not forced to be ultra-
metric. Minimum Evolution (ME) is very similar in spirit to Maximum Parsimony as it 
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minimizes the tree length. Distance methods are advantageous in that their algorithms tend to 
be fast, but some information is lost because they assess an overall similarity. In addition, the 
branch lengths obtained are often biologically unrealistic and uninterpretable (Page and 
Holmes, 1998). 
Maximum Parsimony assumes that the "true" tree is the tree with the shortest branch 
length that best accounts for the observed changes. This is a discrete method-sites are 
considered individually and overall similarity is not determined-but the distances are not 
corrected and can be underestimated. Hence, it is very sensitive to saturation and Zong 6ra/zcA 
affracfzoM (see "Common problems in phylogenetic reconstruction"). 
Maximum likelihood is a probabilistic approach that estimates the best parameters for 
a molecular model and determines the tree that best fits the data and model used. This 
approach is computationally time consuming. However, it allows clear and detailed 
evolutionary models to be tested (see following section). Heuristic approaches have been 
designed to expedite the search for the best likelihood score, but they do risk becoming stuck 
in local optima. 
Given the interesting properties of molecular sequences, mathematicians and 
statisticians designed an array of simple to complex models of evolution. By formulating new 
hypotheses based on discrete characters, the creation of new models has increased with the 
growth of computational power. The principle of these models is to correct the observed 
differences between sequences by using ad Aoc knowledge of the chance of a character to 
mutate from one state to another. The models are defined by the probability of change from 
one nucleotide to another according to the frequency of each. The simplest model, Jukes-
Cantor One-parameter (JC), assumes equal frequencies of the bases and equiprobable 
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substitutions (Jukes ef a/., 1969). With one additional parameter, Kimura proposed a model 
(K2P) that differentiates transitions (ts) from transversions (tv) (Kimura, 1980). A nucleotide 
substitution can be classified as a transition when it occurs between two pyrimidines (T and 
C) or two purines (A and G) and as a transversion when it occurs between a pyriminide and a 
purine. The later occurs less frequently than the former (Fitch, 1967; Brown ef oZ., 1982; 
Aquadro and Greenberg, 1983; Li ef a/., 1984). Felsentein proposed a model (F81) that 
account for bias in nucleotide composition (Felsenstein, 1981). Hasegawa ef a/. (1985) 
combined F91 and K2P to propose a more complete model that is parameterized with both 
ts/tv and base frequency. Tamura and Nei's model (TN93) considers different transition rates 
for purines and pyrimidines (Tamura and Nei, 1993). The General Reversible model (Lanavé 
ef a/., 1984) is the most complex model and assumes unequal base frequencies and different 
rates of substitution for all six pairs of change of the fbur-by-fbur substitution matrix. (Figure 
1). 
In spite of all their differences, these models and methods share the same hypothesis: 
(i) independence of characters and (ii) constant selective pressure on characters. While it is 
well known that these assumptions are often violated (Collins ef a/., 1994; Huelsenbeck and 
Nielsen, 1999), most models seem to be robust to violation of these assumptions. However, 
with the increase in data and sampling density, errors can become more prominent and 
misleading. 
All existing phylogenetic methods are known to fail under specific conditions and for 
specific reasons. Failure is data set specific and depends on the divergence time of the group 
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7TA = 7TC = TTG = nJ 
Jukes-Cantor (JC) 
Hasegawa Kishlno Yano (HKY85) 
TtA # TtC * TtG ^ 71T 
a# P 
itA ^ ttC TtG --A uT 
General reversible (REV) 
Tamura and Nei (TN93) 
TtA * TtO # tcG # tcT 
Kimura 2 parameter (K2P) 
TtA = TtC = 7tG = 71T 
a # P 
TtA & 7tC * TtG # tiT 
Felsenstein (F81) 
A c G T 
A T[C|3a %Gab nTpc 
C an %Gpd %T(%e 
G n^ab nCpd ™ nTp, 
T %A(3c TtOle 
Figure 1. Molecular models of evolution modified from Page and Holmes (1998: Fig. 5.14). 
%"= base frequency; « = transition rate; /? = transversion rate. 
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and the gene studied. Usually the same reasons are suspect and can be grouped in two 
classes: 
Extrinsic reasons: Establishing the homology of genes is often problematic. Indeed, 
genes can duplicate and the identification of "true" homologous genes (orthologs) can be an 
issue. The copies (paralogs) of the gene in question can be misidentified, especially in the 
case of extinction of the orthologous genes. Lateral transfer in bacteria causes the same type 
of homology problem. 
The genetic marker could also be affected by coalescence: gene speciation may not 
exactly follow the organism's speciation. This is especially a problem when gene speciation 
occurs after the organism's speciation. 
Another influential extrinsic reason is taxon sampling (Kim, 1996; Graybeal, 1998; 
Hillis, 1998; Poe, 1998), but this point will be developed later in the next paragraph because 
sampling becomes a problem only when it is coupled with certain intrinsic factors. 
Intrinsic reasons: Assuming that the homologous gene is identified and the phylogeny 
of this gene coincides with the phylogeny of organisms, what may be the cause of 
homoplasy? Three main problems are often suspect: (a) molecular bias, (b) rate of change 
and (c) /ofzg offracfzom. 
fa,) CompojifmH#/ Compositional bias, such as amino acid usage bias, codon 
usage bias, base composition and G+C content bias can be misleading in phylogenetic 
reconstruction. These are characterized by a significant deviation from the expected 
frequency. For instance, with four nucleotides, A, C, G and T, we expect that if there is no 
bias, each should occur in a frequency of 25%. These biases become a problem when they 
are non-random and under selective pressure. If random, they are considered noise. However, 
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if this is not the case and the frequency is different across taxa they can lead to erroneous 
phylogenetic reconstruction (Collins ef a/1994). 
The causes of bias are numerous and complex. Artifacts can be expressed at different 
levels and can also have very different consequences on character state distribution pattern. 
G+C content at the third position can vary between genes (Wright, 1990). Long and Gillespie 
(1991) showed using globins and beta-globins of vertebrates, that the codon usage difference 
can be correlated to the taxonomic distance. In prokaryotes, some codons are preferentially 
used in highly expressed genes to improve efficiency and accuracy of translation (Gouy and 
Gautier, 1982). The origin of codon biases is often difficult to determine. tRNAs, isochore, 
and DNA mistmatch repair, for instance, are suspected to be the main driving forces of codon 
biases. Bias in nucleotide composition can significantly affect amino acid choice and 
becomes a non-negligible force in "long-term" protein evolution (Gu ef a/., 1998). 
Compositional bias can play an important role in phylogenetic reconstruction failure 
(Collins ef a/., 1994). If the bias varies along the tree, the consequences worsen, especially 
when the problem is combined with an incomplete taxon sampling. For instance, two 
lineages can share independently, by chance, or through common selective pressure, the 
same bias and will tend to cluster even though they are not closely related. 
JWe of c/wzMge; Another important problem in molecular phylogenetics is related 
to variation in rate of site change. All sites do not evolve at the same speed-some of them 
can be highly conserved due to functional importance at the protein level and others will be 
highly variable. When the among-site-rate variation is substantial, it is much more likely to 
lead to an incorrect topology. Indeed, if a sequence has very few sites free to vary, its 
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Substitution rate 
Figure 2. Gamma distribution with shape parameter a. a=0.1 signifies that most of the sites 
have few changes, while few sites change multiple times. Figure modified from Page and 
Holmes (1998: Fig. 5.20) and Yang (1996: Fig. I). 
Saturation plateau 
Time 
Figure 3. Molecular distance plotted versus the time. (1) there is no saturation, the molecular 
distance is accurately estimated (2) the rate of substitution is faster and the saturation plateau 
is reached. 
Figure 4. Zorzg aMrocfion. Long branches accumulate homplastic changes, and by 
chance taxa I and 3 can obatin the same character state and attract each other, particularly 
when the inter-node is short. 
divergence can be underestimated. A method to account for this problem using a gamma 
distribution has been proposed (Yang, 1996) (Figure 2). 
(c) long ArancA affracfzo»: In phylogenetics, multiple hits at the same site (saturation) 
is a strong source of erroneous results because it tends to hide the phylogenetic signal and 
after a certain time, the molecular distance is underestimated (Figure 3). A consequence of 
this problem is well known as Zomg affracfzon: the so-called long branches are created 
when homoplasies are accumulated (Felsenstein, 1978). In the case of short inter-nodes, 
these long branches have a tendency to cluster. Taxon sampling again plays a significant 
role: when sampling is incomplete, it is difBcult to detect transitional mutations (Figure 4). 
The parsimony method is particularly sensitive to to offracfzoM 
(Felsenstein, 1978) since it assumes the shortest tree and underestimates the number of 
changes. In contrast, maximum likelihood is less sensitive to this problem, but more prone to 
violate assumptions such as equal base frequency (Hillis ef a/., 1994; Gaut and Lewis, 1995; 
Yang, 1996; Sullivan and Swoffbrd, 1997; Huelsenbeck, 1998). When possible, adding 
intermediate taxa within the long branches can help to detect the mutation events. 
Unfortunately, this not always possible due to extinctions or because the sampling strategy is 
difficult to design given the lack of phylogenetic knowledge of the studied group (Hillis, 
1996,1998; Poe, 1998;RannalaeW., 1998). 
frofgfw sfrwcAfre aW jpAy/ogeweffcs 
Another source of problems in phylogenetic reconstruction is the effect of non-
independence of characters. All phylogenetic models assume that the probability of one site 
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attaining a certain character state does not influence other sites. This assumption is often 
incorrect. In fact, nucleotide characters in protein-coding genes are not independent. They 
belong to a codon that codes for an amino acid that is under selective pressure. Codon 
models have been proposed to account for this codon position dependency (Goldman and 
Yang, 1994; Muse and Gaut, 1994). 
In addition, the probability of character change depends on its environment created by 
surrounding proteins and amino acids. This results in a variable freedom to change at 
different sites. For instance, functional sites are highly conserved. It has been shown that for 
cytochrome b the same histidine sites are conserved for 900 species because they are 
involved in the two hemes group attachment and few other invariable residues are localized 
around the binding sites (Widger ef a/., 1984; Espoti ef a/., 1993). Some other sites will be 
free to vary but their probability to change, or opportunity to change, can be different. 
According to the concept introduced by Maynard-Smith (1970), the sequence space of a 
given protein is defined by the position it occupies in a high-dimensional plot. This space 
determines the functional or structural possibilities of a given protein. Some sites will be free 
to change in the limit of the opportunity space of the protein as long as it conserves the 
fitness of the phenotype. For instance, some sites are responsible for the maintainenance of 
helix stability. Phylogenetic models using protein structural information are available, but 
they are computationnaly time consuming especially with large numbers of taxa and 
characters (Thome ef a/., 1996; Liô and Goldman, 1999). 
Reconstruction problems are more complex when the opportunity space changes. In 
other words, functional or structural selective pressures are often not static-one can imagine 
a constraint changing for a protein or a given amino acid site. For instance, a transmembrane 
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helix can move inside the membrane, and the constrained hydrophobic patch will be 
repositioned on the helix. (Figure 5). Changes in protein-protein interactions can also 
illustrate this concept (Figure 6)-a shiftof interacting sites results in a change in substitution 
pattern. Hence, some sites will be compared using the same model despite the fact that they 
probably have a different opportunity space and different substitution probabilities. This may 
play a non-negligible role in phylogenetic reconstruction. 
A correlation has been revealed between specific regions of the protein structure and 
phylogentic signal loss (Naylor and Brown, 1997; Griffiths, 1996, 1998; Hassanin ef a/., 
1997). For instance, partitions of the cytochrome b protein-coding gene that correspond to 
the hydrophobic transmembrane domains tend to be saturated (Griffiths, 1997; Hassanin ef 
a/., 1998). 
One may wonder to what extent protein structure constraint influences the 
phylogenetic inference. What assumptions are violated when structural/functional constraints 
change? How can these problematic characters be detected, and how should they be dealt 
with? 
Objectives 
This research is subdivided into four chapters exploring the properties of the 
phylogenetic signal and the homoplastic signal due to structural/functional constraint or 
change of constraint. The objectives are the following: 
(1) explore the concept of "opportunity space". 
15 
membrane 
Figure 5. Two homologous trans-membrane proteins (1 and 2) with a shift in hydrophobic 
constraint (A). When the sequences are aligned, the constrained areas (filled areas) do not 
match and local compositional bias occurs (B). 
Figure 6. Protein-protein interaction. If the interacting areas between two helices (1/x and 
2/x) are shifted between two taxa (A), a local compositional bias occurs (B). 
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(2) detect potentially misleading phylogenetic signal by using a tree-free multiple alignment 
method that takes into account changes of constraint space. 
(3) evaluate the distribution of misleading signal in the tree due to a change of constraint and 
design a method to detect homoplastic sites that undergo this event. 
(4) study protein-protein interactions as a source of phylogenetic misleading signal. 
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CHAPTER 2. A GENE SPECIFIC DNA SEQUENCING CHIP FOR 
EXPLORING MOLECULAR EVOLUTIONARY CHANGE 
A paper accepted by TVwc/ezc 
Olivier Fedrigo and Gavin J.P. Naylor 
Abstract 
Sequencing By Hybridization (SBH) ^proaches to DNA sequencing face two 
conflicting constraints. First, in order to ensure that the target DNA binds reliably, the 
oligonucleotide probes that are attached to the chip array must be greater than 15 base pairs 
in length. Secondly, the total number of possible 15 base pair oligonucleotides is too large 
(>4^) to fit on a chip with current technology. To circumvent the conflict between these two 
opposing constraints we present a novel gene apecz/zc DNA chip design. Our design is based 
on the idea that not all conceivable oligonucleotides need to be placed on a chip - only those 
that capture sequence combinations occurring in nature. Our approach uses a framm# aef of 
aligned sequences that code for the gene in question. We compute the minimum number of 
oligonucleotides (generally 15 to 30 base pairs in length) that need to be placed on a DNA 
chip to capture the variation implied by the training set using a graph search algorithm. We 
tested the approach in silico using cytochrome b sequences. One set of cytochrome b 
sequences was used as a framing jgf while a second set was used as a test set. Results across 
multiple such tests indicate that on average 98% of the sequence of an unknown target can be 
determined using the approach. 
Key Words - Sequencing DNA chip, molecular evolution 
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Introduction and Background 
The use of DNA sequencing as a tool to shed light on biological processes has 
increased dramatically in the past 15 years. Sequencing technology is currently used in a 
diversity of fields: from forensic science to phylogenetics, from conservation genetics of 
endangered species to tracking the evolution of viral epidemics. As we move into an era of 
comparative genomics, drug discovery and genetic screening, the demand for high 
throughput approaches to DNA sequencing is becoming ever more pressing (Hunkapiller gf 
o/., 1991). 
Because traditional sequencing methods based on gel electrophoresis are both costly 
and time consuming, several alternative approaches are being explored. One of the most 
promising is Sequencing By Hybridization (SBH) (Bains and Smith, 1998; Lysov ef a/., 
1988; Drmanac ef a/., 1989). This approach, like PGR, takes advantage of the fact that DNA 
binds to its complementary sequence. Briefly, a "chip" is made by immobilizing several 
thousand short pieces of DNA of known sequence (oligonucleotides) to a glass or silicon 
surface at pre-specified locations. The chip is then incubated with Huorescently labeled target 
DNA whose sequence is to be determined. The sequence of the target is deduced from the 
subset of oligonucleotide probes that are bound, which can be identified by their change in 
color (fluorescence). This information is then passed to a computer and the target sequence is 
reconstituted from the patterns of oligonucleotide bound to the target (Southern, 1996). The 
chemistry of such hybridization reactions generally requires that oligonucleotides of length 
15-30 base pairs (bp) be used to ensure reliable binding (Drmanac ef a/,. 1989; Wallace ef aZ. 
1979; Thein and Wallace, 1986). However, the total number of combinatorial variants for an 
oligonucleotide of length 15 (4^ or 1,073,741,824) is too large to fit on a single DNA chip, 
which is currently constrained to hold about 400,000 oligonucleotides. The conflicting 
constraints imposed by chemistry and the limited number of oligonucleotide variants that can 
be housed on a chip have prevented development of universal sequencing chips. Some 
improvements have been proposed. At the chemistry level, the use of semiconductor 
technology has been proposed to increase the capacity of the chip (Wallraff ef a/., 1997), 
while universal bases that bind to all four nucleotides have been proposed to decrease the 
number of probes required to capture all conceivable combinations (Preparata ef of., 1999). 
At the post-processing level, algorithms have been developed to improve the accuracy with 
which the target sequence can be reconstructed from bound probe information which means 
that chips with shorter, and therefore fewer oligonucleotide probes, can be designed (Pevzner 
ef a/., 1991). Unfortunately, these improvements have not been sufficient to overcome the 
obstacles associated with development of a universal SBH sequencing chip. This is not to say 
that SBH does not have practical applications. It does, but in a much more restricted setting 
than would be the case if a Universal sequencing chip could be designed. SBH approaches 
are currently used in screening for specific target sequences known to be associated with 
genetic diseases like cystic fibrosis (Winzeler ef a/., 1998). 
To recap, universal sequencing chip design requires that two conflicting demands be 
reconciled. Probes must be long enough to bind reliably, but not so long that the number of 
probes will no longer fit on a chip. In this paper we do not offer any solutions to the universal 
sequencing chip problem, but focus instead on a sub-problem that lies somewhere along the 
continuum between the development of specialized chips hardwired to detect pre-specified 
mutations and the universal sequencing chip design problem. Rather than trying to represent 
all possible oligonucleotides of a given length necessary for a wMiversaZ sequencing chip, we 
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set out to develop gene-apeci/zc chips tailored to the re-sequencing phase of Genomics, for 
phylogenetics and population genetic screening, viral epidemiology and forensic 
applications. By restricting our focus to particular genes, we are able to reduce the number of 
oligonucleotides that would be required for a wnzversa/ sequencing chip. Our goal is more 
narrowly defined than that of wnzverja/ sequencing chip design but more flexible than the 
specialized chips used to detect particular sequences in genetic screening applications. The 
design problem for a gene specific sequencing chip is: How do we estimate the minimum 
number of probes that will capture the variation that occurs in nature for a particular gene? 
The solution we advocate herein uses an approach that leverages information about natural 
variation contained in multiple alignments 
Development of a Gene-specific Chip 
cwm&wzgforw approach 
Multiple sequence alignments reveal conserved and variable sequence regions. This 
distribution of sequence variability reflects structural and functional constraints. Regions that 
are tightly constrained are less free to vary than regions which are not as constrained, all else 
being equal. However, the relationship between functional constraint and variability is not 
absolute. Some regions can be functionally constrained, but still free to vary for a subset of 
amino acids that do not jeopardize function. For any given region there is a finite set of 
amino acid combinations that can be substituted without changing structure or function. If we 
could estimate this for all regions of a protein we could estimate all possible variants viable 
for a particular protein's function. This is the principle underlying our gene-specific 
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sequencing chip design. Because inifio prediction is not yet possible, we use training data 
sets based on sequences that occur in nature to estimate the sequences that would be viable 
for a particular protein. A framing sef comprises a multiple alignment of sequences taken 
from a diversity of organisms for a given protein-coding gene. The multiple alignment gives 
an immediate indication of the locations and degree to which sites are free to vary. For 
example, some sites may be variable but constrained to vary within pyrimidines (C&T), 
while others may be free to vary across both purine and pyrimidine nucleotides (A, G, G, T). 
Multiple alignments based on relatively few sequences can provide a surprisingly good 
indication of the sequence variation that might exist in nature through combinatoric 
permutation of the observed sequence variation. Consider the two following aligned 
sequences, variable at positions 1,4 and 8 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  
GAAGCTTA 
il ! il ii ! 
CAACCTTG 
There are eight ways (2^) that the observed differences between the two sequences might be 
permuted: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  
GAAGCTTA 
GAAGCTTG 
GAAGCTTA 
GAACCTTG 
GAAGCTTA 
CAAGCTTG 
CAACCTTA 
CAACCTTG 
The number of combinations implied to be possible expands exponentially as the number of 
variable sites increases. When this kind of combinatorial expansion is applied to variation 
that is typical for real data sets, a large number of combinations can result. For example, a 
pairwise alignment of sequences that vary at 10 sites yields 1024 (2^ combinations. A 
multiple alignment of eight sequences for which 10 sites are variable for all four nucleotides 
(A, C, G & T) yields 1,048,576 (4'°) combinations. A multiple alignment of eight sequences 
that shows sequence variation restricted to pyrimidine nucleotides at four sites and among all 
four different nucleotides at six sites would yield 65,536 (2* x 4^) combinations. The number 
of combinatorial variants implied by an alignment of a typical gene 1000 bp in length for 
which only 10% of sites are variable would be far too large to be represented on a chip. 
However, if the same multiple alignment is broken down into sections of approximately 
equal length, say between 15 to 30 nucleotides in length, and the implied variation associated 
wifA eac& parficwAzr secfzoM is computed separately, the number of variants needed to cover 
the variation implied by the entire sequence alignment is reduced considerably. By arranging 
oligonucleotides in a series of columns, each of which corresponds to variation in one section 
of a gene, we are able to circumvent the sequence reassembly problems that are encountered 
by many alternative methods (Winzeler ef aZ., 1998; Southern! ef a/., 1992). This is the 
essence of our approach. 
trawwmg sgf 
A multiple alignment framing aef for the protein-coding gene of interest is chosen. 
Ideally, the multiple alignment should include a phylogenetically balanced sampling of 
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species that is slightly larger in phylogenetic scope than the diversity of the group for which 
the chip is being designed. This helps to ensure that most of the variants to be encountered in 
the fa# data set are likely to be represented in the framing data set. The multiple alignment is 
broken into approximately equal sized sections of between 15 and 30 nucleotides long. All 
possible sequence variants are computed for each section. This yields the set of probes used 
to interrogate unknown (target) sequence. The target sequence is deduced by stringing 
together the probes that bind the target DNA end to end in the order in which they occur on 
the multiple alignment. 
size opfwmfzgfww; 
For sequencing by hybridization to work reliably, the length of oligonucleotide probes 
must lie within a narrow range (generally between 15 and 30 nucleotides long) (Southern ef 
a/., 1992). Sequences that are shorter than this optimal range bind weakly while sequences 
that are longer are prone to false-positive annealing. Furthermore, as fragment length 
decreases there is an increased likelihood that the sequence of the short fragment will occur 
more than once in the target sequence. This can cause ambiguity when reconstructing 
sequences from the pattern of bound probes. Highly variable regions such as "hot spots" will 
produce more variants than conserved regions. In order to minimize the number of 
oligonucleotides required to capture the sequence variation implied by a frmm/zg aef, we use 
a mixture of longer probes to cover the variation for conserved regions and shorter probes to 
cover the variable regions. We have implemented an algorithm that takes into account the 
optimal range of probe lengths to cover both conserved and variable regions. 
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jdmfwo ecw 
When carried out at the nucleotide level the exponential strategy outlined generally 
results in an overestimation of the number of sequences that map to a particular protein-
coding gene. Some implied combinations, for example, might result in a stop-codon in the 
middle of a coding region, or in the replacement of a structurally critical amino acid at a 
particular position. This arises because nucleotides are not the primary unit of selection in a 
DNA sequence. Selection pressure constraining the mutation patterns generally acts at a 
higher level of abstraction. Our current knowledge does not allow us to specify the exact 
level (or levels), at which selection acts, but a reasonable first step is to consider the amino-
acid level. We have implemented a filtering feature that excludes any combination of 
nucleotides that result in an amino acid that was not present at a particular position in the 
training-set. This results in a marked decrease in the number of oligonucleotide probes 
required by the chip. 
There are five parts to the algorithm: (i) documenting variability, (ii) computing 
permutations based on observed variability (iii) ûltering at the amino acid level, (iv) 
optimizing the length of oligonucleotides, (v) computing the probes. 
(i) A DNA multiple sequence alignment is broken into contiguous blocks. The length of the 
blocks ranges between an upper and lower bound specified by the user. This range 
corresponds to the range of probe lengths to be used on the chip and is generally between 15 
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and 30 nucleotides in length. There are multiple partitioning schemes or "ways" that a 
multiple sequence alignment can be divided into non-empty disjoint blocks that completely 
cover the set. Each partitioning scheme is termed a "parfzfzom" while each block within a 
partition is termed an "e/ememf" of a partition (Figure 1). A varza6z/z(y j?rq/z/e is a histogram 
documenting the number of different nucleotide types present at each site in a multiple 
alignment, (e.g. 1 to 4). We determine the variability profile for every element y of a 
partition. 
(ii) For each element we determine all permutations of nucleotides that could occur based 
on the observed variation. This is the product of the number of variants observed for each site 
in the element. 
where is the variability for a particular site z for a probe with /z sites for a partition 
element^ . Each of the computed permutations yields a potential probe sequence to be used on 
the chip. 
Twde/s (gaps) are considered as character states at this point of the process. They play the 
same role as A, C, G and T in the combinatoric expansion described above. However, they 
are removed at a later point in the procedure (see v). In the event that a probe is computed 
that has multiple indels such that it is shorter than the lower bound cut off for probe length it 
is discarded and not considered in subsequent steps of the algorithm. 
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(iii) A filter eliminates sequence combinations yielding amino acids that are not present in 
the training-set and then modiSes the score S). 
(iv) For each partition, the total number of probes S is determined by summing the score S of 
every element: 
(2) j=1 i'=l 7=1 
where Z, is the number of elements of a partition. 
An arrangement that yields the lowest number of probes is selected (Figurel). 
(v) When a best partition is found the oligonucleotides are computed. At this point the zWek 
are eliminated from the final output. 
Our implementation uses a graph theoretic representation and a graph search algorithm 
to resolve a minimization problem. 
grqpa faeorgfzc rgpresewfofiom 
For a given DNA sequence alignment, a nucleotide variability vector D is calculated. 
Let a simple weighted directed acyclic graph ^ — (^,^0 or dag (Sakarovitch, 1984, Cook 
and Cunningham, 1998; Cormen ef of., 1997) be a representation of all the possible partitions 
of D using a range of element length (for instance 20 to 30 nucleotide long). Edges represent 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2  
Position 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  
TAXON1 A C G T G T '|C T T T G C A C  C G T G T G| 
TAXON 2 C C T C A T |C T C T A A A T  C G C C T G| 
TAXON 3  G  C  T  A  T  T  Î C  T G T G G A T  C G C G A G| 
TAXON4 T  C  G  T  C  T  i G  T  T  T  G  C  A  C  C G T G A Gi 
Variability D 4  1  2  3  4  1  | 2  1 3  1 2  3  1  2  1  1  2  2  2  1  
S=148* S\=96 S' =36 S',=16 
S=226 
s=236 
S\ =192 s'z=18 s'a =16 
s\ =192 s'z =36 
Figure 1. Each path can be scored based on its combinatoiic outcome using the two 
equations ^ and Consider an alignment composed of 20 nucleotides. In this simplistic 
example, only two probe sizes are allowed: six and seven oligonucleotide lengths. Thus, we 
can partition the alignment by three different probe length combinations: 6-7-7 or 7-6-7 or 7-
7-6. For each site the nucleotide diversity is counted, the score is computed for each 
partition, and the score S is calculated for each candidate path. The path with the smallest 
score is chosen (*). 
elements of a partition and vertices represent their starting positions on the vector D. We 
define the source s e Fas the first position on the vector (in-degree=0) and the sink f e Fas 
the last position on the vector (out-degree=0). A path f is a possible partition of 
D. For instance, for a vector D of length 20 bp, three partitions are possible with elements of 
6 and 7 bp long (Figure 1). The corresponding (fag contains four vertices in addition to the 
source and the sink: vertices representing positions 6, 7, 13 and 14. From the source, it is 
possible to reach the vertices 6 and 7 by using edges representing elements of respective 
length 6 and 7 bp; from the vertex 7 we can reach vertices 13 and 14 by using the 6 and 7 bp 
elements and so on (Figure 2). The weight function w : .E —» Z is the total number of probes 
i 
implied by a path f " (^o » »—» ^ ) such as , V / ) = ^ ^ and ^ ^ For 
instance the edge connecting the vertex 6 to the vertex 13 represents a 7bp element and 
produces 36 probes, the path from a to vertex 13 has ,5=96+36= 132 probes. The goal is then 
to find the path P = (a, -,f) that minimizes Mp) 
We use the Dag-,S%orfe.?f-Paf&j algorithm (Gormen ef a/., 1997). This algorithm finds 
a shortest path from vertex s to all vertices v in linear time, by executing a relaxation of the 
edges on a topologically sorted A topological order of vertices consists of a linear 
ordering of vertices such that edges are oriented from left to right. A relaxation strategy 
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96/5 .192/7 
36/7 18/6 36/7 
16/7 8/6 
Figure 2. The Graph theoretic representation. Each vertex represents a position on the 
sequence and each directed edge represents an element of a partition (left value is t e weig t 
w(vy_,,v^) = gad right value is the element length in bp). The path s-6-13-t (with probe 
lengths: 6-7-7) is the path with the smallest score. 
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maintains a value d/y/ for each vertex as a shortest path estimate and records the preceding 
vertex. Relaxation of an edge is carried out if the estimate can be improved (i.e. 
if ] + w(ir_,,Vy) ). The algorithm proceeds in topological order to all the 
vertices and all the edges (e.g. (a,6), (a,7), (6,13), (7,13), (7,14), (13,f) and (14/)). If several 
partitions are equally weighted, one is chosen based on the order of vertices. The topology 
sorting is trivial since the dag is build "sequentially" -the order of the vertices corresponds to 
the position they represent on the vector D (e.g. a, 6,7,13,14,t). Thus, the algorithm requires 
only one pass over the vertices to complete the search (Figure 3). 
Proof of Concept 
tvfwwaer ofproagg mfcessary fo copfwre varmfwwx o&senw m w&fwre 
We tested our approach using a number of different data sets downloaded from 
Genbank. We selected cytochrome b gene sequences (average length 1150 bp) horn six 
different vertebrate clades: carnivores, artiodactyls, rodents, marine carnivores, sharks and 
whales. Cytochrome b was chosen because it is one of the most commonly used markers for 
comparative phylogenetics and is well represented in GenBank. We aligned each dataset 
using ClustalW (Thompson ef a/., 1994). We then computed the number of oligonucleotide 
variants required to capture the variation implied by the training sets using the algorithm 
described. When the probe length is set to a constant, say 20bp, the predicted number of 
probes is generally much larger than the current chip technology capacity (Table 1, row 1). 
When probe length is allowed to vary between 20 and 30 base pairs, 
36 
192/7 
192/7 
Figure 3. Steps of the a/gonfAm. From top to bottom graph: the (fag is 
topologically sorted (notice the same order than the position on the vector D); every edges 
(left value is the weight and right value is the element length in bp) are 
tested for relaxation following the vertex order (shaded vertices) and is updated (values 
in the center of the vertices) if ^ ) _ Predecessor vertices are 
indicated by bold edges (otherwise edges are dashed or plain when they have not been 
considered yet); the last graph shows the final output, where shortest j-f path can be found by 
following backward the bold edges from f to s ((f,13),(13,6),(6^)). 
the number of oligonucleotide variants range from 23,914 for the whale data set to 
12,146,788 for the primates (Table 1, row 2). While this represents a marked improvement, 
half of the data sets tested yielded more probes than would fit on a chip. When we used a 
range of shorter probes (13-15bp), the number of oligonucleotide variants does not exceed 
197,708 (Table 1, row 3). Unfortunately, such short probe lengths would likely present 
technical difficulties related to hybridization specificity. Allowing more variations in probe 
length significantly reduces the number of variants to put on a chip (Table 1, rows 4,5,6) 
because it gives more flexibility to avoid including too many elements with a high 
variability. The choice of the range of probe lengths is a trade-off between the hybridization 
limitations and the chip size limitations. Interestingly, our results show no correlation with 
the number of species (i.e. sequences) used in the training set, but as might be expected, 
show the effect of factors such as degree of evolutionary divergence among the training set 
group (Table 1, rows 7-8). 
fae comafmoforia/ e/fzcacy of fae caip 
To test the efficacy of our "virtual chips", (i.e. suite of estimated probes associated 
with each training set) we adopted a jacknifing procedure in which each species was removed 
in turn from the training set and considered as the target sequence to be determined. We 
scored the number of unknown sequences correctly identified by this procedure and define as 
our measure of accuracy the percentage of nucleotides correctly identified (Table 1, column 
5). On average we attain an accuracy of around 98% for the test data sets used. While this 
gives a coarse sense of the combinatorial coverage attained by the chip, it should not be taken 
to mean that the procedure would identify 98% of the nucleotides of most sequences. Rather 
it means the procedure will identify most sequences perfectly and a few very poorly. This is 
because a failure to hybridize associated with a single nucleotide mismatch results in the loss 
of data for an entire probe rather than a single mismatching nucleotide. When a probe fails to 
bind, the whole set of nucleotides associated with the probe is undetermined. Our tests also 
indicate that synonymous changes are responsible for most of the mismatches (data not 
shown) and that the chip becomes more accurate as additional taxa are added to the training 
set. 
Discussion 
Initial results indicate that the approach is sensitive to the sampling in the training set. 
There are two aspects to sampling: (i) the number of sequences and (ii) the "quality" of the 
sampling. A chip is best designed from a training set of sequences that contain a diverse and 
representative sampling of taxa. Only a few carefully selected taxa are required to cover the 
non-synonymous class of changes. By contrast, the accuracy of synonymous changes will 
continue to improve as more taxa are added. It is important to note that while combinatorial 
expansion can result in a large number of implied variants, it can occasionally miss some of 
the variants that might occur in nature. This happens when some of the variation that occurs 
Table 1. Summary of the different groups tested by simulation for the accuracy of the chip. Note that the 20-30bp range 
may be technically unrealistic because of melting temperature problems, as well as the 13-15bp range for hybridization 
specificity; this example is only used to estimate the algorithm efficiency. The percentage accuracy shown in column 5 
represents the percentage of nucleotides recovered by the chip. 
Taxa Carnivores Sharks Whales/ 
Dolphins 
Artiodactyls Marine 
Carnivores 
Rodents/ 
Lagomorphs 
Primates Fishes 
20bp 2,329,184 234,840 55,770 4,683,388 113,160 1,866,616 16,185,212 9,708,908 
3= % 
II 
20-30bp 1,219,452 151,228 23,914 1,933,940 51,980 966,396 13,146,788 6,294,968 
13-15bp 
15-25bp 
18-22bp 
45,366 
103,366 
486,596 
12,338 
23.346 
72,992 
4,421 
6,858 
15,158 
62,404 
146,786 
663,968 
8,200 
13,808 
30,444 
41,358 
89,961 
313,592 
197,708 
592,272 
3,771,860 
97,947 
299,562 
1,541,024 
18-25bp 484,260 72,992 15,134 663,392 30,204 312,720 3,769,400 1,535,536 
#Taxa 24 13 14 25 16 12 22 18 
Accuracy (%) 98.28 98.77 98.99 99.26 98.96 97.92 98.76 97.60 
in nature is not captured by the variation implied by the training set. As in any sampling 
problem, the more representative the training set, the more effective the combinatorial 
coverage. 
Our approach highlights several problems inherent to the structure of the data itself. 
Genes with hotspots require higher variance of probe lengths than genes whose sequence 
variation is more evenly distributed. Repetitive DNA also poses a problem: It increases the 
likelihood that probes in different areas of the alignment would have the same sequence 
causing ambiguity in the sequence reconstruction phase. Finally sequences with areas high in 
G-C content can cause technical problems because of melting temperature heterogeneity 
issues. This is exacerbated when combined with a wide range of probe lengths. However, 
such issues can be circumvented by including a filter in the algorithm that eliminates probes 
with undesirable melting temperatures (in exactly the same way we eliminate probes 
containing certain amino acids). In addition, the reliability of the multiple alignment is a 
major obstacle to our approach. If the alignment is not correct, it is likely that the chip will 
not capture the "true" variability of the gene and then none of the probes will hybridize to the 
unknown sequence (except for the probes that are parts of the original dataset). However, 
having a fully incorrect alignment is rarely the case. Usually, the homology of only few 
ambiguous sites, located around gaps, can be argued. Thus, the effect of an alignment 
problem is minimized to only few areas of the gene that may not be recognize by the chip. 
The gene specific chip design we propose will not be effective in all situations. The 
approach assumes that the training data set captures most of the variability for the studied 
gene. There will undoubtedly be cases where a chip is applied to a target whose sequence is 
not covered by the variation implied by the training set. However, the design of the chip is 
such that we will know when this occurs. The target will simply fail to bind a probe 
associated with the region in question. Such negative data will show up as a lack of 
fluorescence. In such circumstances the target template can be identified and sequenced by 
conventional means. The method should be especially well suited to training sets with a low 
level of diversity. We envisage particular utility for population genetics, gene specific disease 
screening, medical diagnostics, forensic and epidemiological applications. The approach 
would be especially efficient for screening mutations associated with diseases such as Breast 
and Ovarian cancer within the BRCA1 exon 11. Current approaches use arrays that are "hard 
wired" to detect specific mutations. For example Hacia ef a/. (1996) used such a chip based 
on 96,000 probes, and a diagnostic chip using 400,000 probes is under development 
(Ramsey, 1998). Our approach would allow for a more flexible screening of combinations of 
mutations that while not observed directly in the training set, are implied by the training set 
to be possible in nature. 
We see further opportunities for reducing the number of probes required by 
incorporating filters that use higher order features such as secondary and tertiary structural 
considerations. As more is learned about the mapping between sequence variation and 
protein structure (and function), and about constraints at the level of the genetic code, the 
number of oligonucleotide probes can be reduced. 
The perfectly optimized chip will completely describe the evolutionary "opportunity 
space" associated with the protein to be sequenced (Naylor and Gerstein, 2000), and will 
reflect the protein's function. Understanding where the boundaries of a particular protein's 
opportunity space lie will improve our understanding of the interaction between molecular 
evolutionary process and the mapping between underlying genotype and protein phenotypes. 
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We see the presented chip design as providing a framework for high throughput screening 
many thousands of templates and for identifying the minority of novel templates that require 
sequencing by other means. 
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CHAPTER 3. DRUIDS - DETECTION OF REGIONS WITH UNEXPECTED 
INTERNAL DEVIATION FROM STATIONARITY 
A paper to be submitted to TTze JbwrmaZ of Zoo/ogy, farf Afo/ecw/ar and 
devezopmenfa/ evo/wfzofz 
Olivier Fedrigo, Dean C. Adams and Gavin J.P. Naylor 
Abstract 
Molecular constraints, such as a hydrophobic constraint, are selective pressures that 
reduce the freedom to vary of residues to a subset of possible substitutions. Change in these 
constraints can be misleading for phylogenetic reconstruction, especially when these events 
occur in only one part of the tree. DRUIDS (Detection of Regions with Unexpected Internal 
Deviation from Stationarity) is an exploratory software tool produced for identifying, within 
the context of a multiple alignment, candidate areas experiencing a change of constraint(s). It 
takes as input a set of aligned sequences, and using several physical-chemical properties 
produces as output a list of DNA sequence alignment regions exhibiting statistically 
significant deviation from stationarity over the taxa in the alignment. Such regions can be 
problematic for phylogenetic reconstruction. 
Keywords: Deviation from stationarity, bias, phylogenetics 
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Introduction 
Phylogenetic trees are useful for understanding both evolutionary history and 
evolutionary processes and are becoming increasingly important in genomic and 
bioinfbrmatic applications. Indeed, sequence comparisons at the functional or structural level 
can often be inaccurate when conducted without reference to an evolutionary tree. For 
instance, a phylogenetic tree may help to determine if a pattern of conserved residues is due 
to a shift of protein function or to the phylogenetic structure. Phylogenetic trees can also help 
to determine which particular residues are key for protein function (Yokoyama and 
Radlwimmer, 1998; Naylor and Gertstein, 2000). 
mwe/fwg mo/gcm&zr evowww* 
Molecular evolution is a complex process and various models have been proposed to 
describe it (Jukes and Cantor, 1969; Kimura, 1980; Felsenstein, 1981; Hasegawa ef a/., 1985; 
Lanavé ef 1984). These models make simplifying assumptions in order to minimize the 
number of parameters required to make calculations computationally tractable and efficient. 
It is telling that even with such simplifying assumptions, because of the high number of 
characters and taxa combined with the small number of character states, it can be impossible 
to garantee to obtain the optimal tree (NP-complete problem). Most molecular phylogenetic 
methods (both cladistic and maximum likelihood) share two main common assumptions: (i) 
independence of characters and (ii) constant selective pressure on characters. While it is well 
known that these assumptions are often violated (Collins ef a/., 1994; Huelsenbeck and 
Nielsen, 1999), most models seem to be robust to violation of these assumptions. However, 
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with the increase in data and sampling density, errors can become more prominent and 
misleading. 
Violations of basic assumptions are not always "smoothed out" as background noise. 
One of the most frequent sources of bias are changes in evolutionary dynamics over the tree 
(i.e. modification of substitution rate and/or modification of substitution pattern). Such 
changes are not rare; we can observe constraint shifts at many molecular levels through 
different processes. For example, gene duplication offers the opportunity for a protein coding 
gene to shift its function, gene translocation can move a gene into a G-C rich chromosome 
area (such as isochores), and a change in abundance of tRNAs can modify the constraints at 
the translational level. If a change of constraint occurs, it can lead to a bias observable at the 
nucleotide level (i.e. codon bias, base composition). At a certain point, the bias can be great 
enough to influence the phylogenetic reconstruction (Saccone ef a/., 1990; Collins ef a/., 
1994). 
One of the most common biases observed at the nucleotide level is the proportion of 
A, C, G or T. Bases do not always occur in equal frequencies. However, in such instances we 
still expect that for a given gene, all the taxa studied will exhibit approximately the same 
percentage of each base. This is referred as a "stationary" base composition across taxa. Any 
deviation from the expected base composition across taxa is referred to "deviation from 
stationarity" (Saccone gf a/., 1990). Software, such as Paup*4.0 (Swofïbrd, 1998), allows one 
to estimate the statistical significance of such deviations. 
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Functional requirements constrain patterns of substitution in different ways. For 
example, in a trans-membrane protein, some residues located inside the membrane are under 
a hydrophobic constraint, while others, located outside the membrane, are under less 
stringent constraints with respect to their polarity. The consequences of this are evident at the 
DNA level: some nucleotide sites are freer to vary than others. To accommodate these effects 
in phylogenetic analysis, it is possible to incorporate a gamma distribution into the model to 
allow certain sites to evolve faster than others (Yang, 1996). This heterogeneity of 
substitution rate can become an issue when these local constraints are not the same for all 
taxa studied. In other words, the selective pressure on a particular DNA site or DNA 
sequence region can differ at different branches of a tree -for given homologous sites, some 
changes will be "forbidden" in some taxa, while in others these changes will be "allowed" 
(Fitch, 1971). This affects the patterns of trait covariation in complex ways that can confound 
phylogenetic analysis. Most of the current phylogenetic models fail to adress such "clade 
specific" dynamics. 
Changes of constraint can appear at several levels. In some instances, heterogeneity of 
changes along the gene and among taxa is due to recombination events. Rambaut and Crassly 
(1997) studied this aspect and designed a software program (PLATO: Azrfzo/ Zz&eZzTzoW 
vdnaZyjts TTzrougA C*pfzmzzafzo?z) to detect regions of the gene for which phylogenetic signal 
is distinctly different due to a recombination event. PLATO receives a tree, a maximum 
likelihood model and a DNA sequence alignment, and outputs the likelihood scores 
associated with specific regions of the molecule. This approach is effective in identifying 
regions that have a poor fit to the model for a particular tree, but requires knowledge of 
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phylogeny. Other factors can produce a similar pattern. The substitutional degree of freedom 
of a residue site is a direct consequence of its functional or structural role in the protein. 
Since the function of a protein is determined by its residues' properties and the way the 
protein folds, the biochemical level also plays a part in producing heterogenous phylogenetic 
signal. For instance, studies show that membrane domains and particular hydrophobic amino 
acids are prone to cause misleading phylogenetic signal (Naylor and Brown, 1997; Griffiths, 
1998; Hassanin ef a/., 1998; Chang and Campbell, 2000). 
DRUIDS—Defection of egfofza wzf/z L/wexpecfed /Mferwz/ Devzafzo/z /rom Aofzofzarffy 
is a software tool for data exploration. It has been designed to help identify regions of 
sequence that deviate from stationarity for protein biochemical parameters. This software can 
accept as input DNA sequence alignment and biochemical properties, and offers as output the 
list of DNA regions that might reflect a significant change in constraints. 
Method 
A DNA sequence alignment with T taxa and # sites can be mapped by a T x AT array D 
in which each cell points to a specific sequence and nucleotide. The genetic code is a "one to 
many" function mapping: a codon is a triplet of nucleotides and several codons code for the 
same amino acid. For a given context, the function of an amino acid is determined by its 
physical-chemical properties (e.g. protein interactions, electrical dipoles, structural function, 
electron transport, etc). These properties can be decomposed into several components 
including, polarity, volume, mass, and charge that can be approximated by numerical values 
(e.g. Kyte-Doolitlle hydropathy scale (K-D) (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982) and residue volume 
(Zamyatin, 1972)). Following the genetic code mapping function, a property value, assigned 
to an amino acid at a particular site, is assigned to all its corresponding nucleotides. For 
instance, at site 132 of the taxon 5 sequence there is an 'A'. This nucleotide belongs to a 
codon (2"^ position of GAT) that codes for histidine. Histidine is a hydrophilic residue, and 
with the K-D scale we can assign an hydrophobic value to this nucleotide such that 
D[5,132]=_3.2. 
f o f a c e /  d e w o # # »  / r o w *  s f a f z o w a r f f y  
A protein's selective constraints act on residues properties. For instance, trans­
membrane residues are under a hydrophobic constraint. As previously explained, it is 
possible to map a constraint onto a DNA sequence alignment by using a property scale (e.g. 
K-D scale). If the constraint remains constant across taxa, we expect the values of the 
property to be approximately the same for all taxa for any sites. The principle of our 
approach is to look for regions of the DNA alignment presenting a change of selective 
pressure, characterized by a physical-chemical heterogeneity across taxa at its phenotypic 
level (protein). After mapping property values to the alignment (D), the algorithm uses an 
overlapping sliding window approach to cover the array Z) to detect the deviation from 
stationarity (DFS) (Figure 1) for every window D' of length JV in base pairs (bp). This test 
can be performed for a range of window sizes. The relevance of the window size will be 
discussed later. For each window, the null hypothesis Ho is that there is no difference for a 
property between taxa in the given D' (no DFS). We perform an analysis of variance between 
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groups using an F-test (Snedecor, 1956) to test Ho in each window where a group is a 
subsequence for a given taxon fe[l,7]. 
F = 
where MS6 is the Mean Square between groups in a given window D' 
If the dataset is very divergent, many heterogenous areas can be detected even if there 
is no local change of constraint. This is a problem of taxon sampling and by adding more 
taxa we will "511 up" the blanks and more homogeneity will be observed. Also, this could 
simply be because the gene is fast evolving due to relaxed constraints. Thus, the significance 
of the DFS depends on the dataset. In order to obtain the most accurate estimate of the F-test 
significance, we used a re-sampling approach. We compute a distribution based on 10,000 
iterations of the dataset re-sampling. To conserve a meaningful biological structure and to be 
consistent with our algorithm design (property mapping), we sample codons to form the 
windows rather than nucleotides alone. The F values are calculated for all windows and a 
distribution is computed. The F value that represents the 5-10% highest values of this 
and is the Mean Square within groups in a given window ZX 
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Figure 1. Principle of DRUIDS' algorithm. A Dataset can be translated into amino acids and 
its corresponding values for a particular chosen property (e.g. hydropathy Kyte and Doolittle 
scale). Values can be assigned to each nucleotide. An overlapping, sliding window and an F-
test is calculated. 
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distribution becomes the threshold for our analysis and determines the set of sub-sequences 
that exhibits a DFS. 
In the case of multiple physical-chemical parameters to study (e.g. hydrophobicity and 
volume), the aligment is scaned for DFS independently for each property. The final solution 
can be determined either by taking the union of both solutions or their intersection, 
depending on the interest of the study. 
This software has been implemented for PC under a Windows operating system, and a 
Mac OSX version is under development. DRUIDS is available on personal request or at 
http://www.pubhc.iastate.edu/-ofedrigo/Druids.html. The software has an intuitive interface 
that allows one to simultaneously explore many parameters of the dataset. A comprehensive 
help file is also available, which explains in detail the features and options with examples. 
The user can select the properties to be investigated from the following: residue 
hydrophobicity, residue volume, residue mass, residue charge, and residue solubility. 
Additional properties can be added by placing a design file into the appropriate directory. 
Local deviation from stationarity for G-C content can be evaluated. Other aspects of the 
alignment can also be explored, such as: base composition, G-C content and codon bias 
(Wright, 1990; Long and Gillespie, 1991). The default value for window size is 12 
nucleotides, which corresponds to four amino acids. This has been chosen for its biological 
importance -the turn of an alpha helix is 3.6 residues long. The maximum is set at 21 
nucleotides, which corresponds to eight amino acids or about two alpha helix turns in the 
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secondary structure. Indeed, in some cases, the residues located on the same side of a helix 
can be under the same functional constraint (e.g. exposed to solvent). Thus, a window 
covering one or two helix turns can capture the pattern produced by such constraint. The 
smallest allowable window size is set at six nucleotides (two codons), which is the minimum 
biological (and statistically) meaningful partition. A range of several window sizes can be 
used and all the significant deviant sites will be considered for the final output. Since, 
DRUIDS is an exploratory software tools, there is no objective choice of parameters to run 
DRUIDS. Thus, we leave these decisions to the user (Figure 2.A. and Figure 2.B.). 
ties# 
amw/ow da&z 
In order to test DRUIDS, a dataset for which we know a /wzorz the exact position of 
change of physical-chemical constraints was required. For this purpose, we implemented a 
simulation program that allows us to evolve DNA sequence data with variable constrained 
areas. The algorithm is a simplified version of the codon model (Muse and Gaut, 1994; 
Goldman and Yang, 1994). Basically, a codon has nine possibilities of mutation with one 
nucleotide step mutation. We assign a probability of 1.0 to those that belong to the constraint 
class imposed and a probability of 0.0 to the others. We also determined different constraints 
at different nodes of the tree. To estimate the efficacy of DRUIDS, we used a hypothetical 
phylogenetic relationship of 11 taxa: (A,((B,C),(((D,E),(F,G)),((H,I),(J,K))))) (Figure 3.A.). 
We set an unique length and substitution rate for all branches. We performed a DNA 
sequence evolution simulation for a protein-coding gene of 1200 bp. The ancestral sequence 
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Figure 2.-4.: Screenshot of DRUIDS Windows version 
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Figure 2.B.: Screenshot of DRUIDS Mac OSX version. 
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is generated with an hydrophobic patch at the 5' end -from positions 169 to 531 (patch I). 
Only changes that code for an hydrophobic amino acid are allowed (i.e probability for a 
mutation toward an hydrophilic amino acid is 0.0). We shifted the hydrophobic patch to the 
3' end at positions 697-1137 (patch H) for the clade (((D,E),(F,G)),((H,I),(J,K))). Inside this 
same clade, we retrieved the 5' end hydrophobic patch (patch III) at the (F,G) node (figure 
3.A.). Using Paup*4.0, we performed a Maximum Parsimony tree reconstruction on the 
simulated dataset. In parallel, we established a positive control, for which the ancestral 
constraint is conserved. 
fa##?: disfr/bwaom 
We used DRUIDS to test the among-taxon stationarity in hydrophobicity and residue 
size for the Cytochrome b protein-coding gene. We performed an analysis of four 
independent datasets with comparable evolutionary divergence and number of taxa (aves, 
carnivores, primates, and teleosts). Using MolMol (Koradi ef a/., 1996), we plotted the non-
stationary regions onto a known crystal structure of Cytochrome b (Xia ef a/., 1997). 
paryzogefiy reconafrwcfzom 
Deleting DFS regions does not always improve the phylogeny and can have an 
undesired effect (see last paragraph). DRUIDS is designed to explore the pattern of 
heterogeneity at different levels of the phenotype. It does not provide a solution to eliminate 
homoplasies that one can use blindly. Nevertheless, we present here a case with real data for 
which this strategy of deleting regions detected by DRUIDS works reasonably well. We put 
together a dataset for which the tree is well established. The vertebrate phylogeny presents 
such a characteristic (at least for the relationships between the major groups). Figure 4 shows 
a well-supported phylogeny of vertebrates based on morphological traits and the fossil 
record. Only the basal position of chondrichthyans (star spotted dogfish, spiny dogfish and 
starry skate) has been recently disputed based on molecular data from entire mitochondrial 
genomes (Rasmussen and Amasson, 1999). Mitochondrial genes are well known for being 
difficult for vertebrate phylogenetic inference, essentially due to among site rate variation 
(Takezaki and Gobojori, 1999). 
We selected three mitochondrial genes: Cytochrome oxydase I (col), Cytochrome b 
(cytb) and NADH2 (nd2) (Table 1). These three genes code for proteins that belong to 
different complexes, therefore their speed, constraints, and mode of evolution are different. 
Alignments have been performed using ClustalW (Thompson ef a/., 1994) and refined by eye 
using Seal (©Andrew Rambaut). Ambiguous alignments and gaps have been excluded. 
The phylogenetic analysis was carried out for each gene independently and then 
combined (Figure 5). We inferred the most parsimonious tree (MP) with bootstrap scores 
using Paup* 4.1. Because it has been shown that hydrophobicity and volume are the most 
influencing properties in protein evolution (Grantham, 1974; Miyata ef o/., 1979), we put 
each dataset through the DRUIDS "filter" for hydrophobicity and volume (union of the two 
properties for 21 bp long windows with 10% for the F-test significance).We excluded the 
detected DFS regions and infered a MP tree for each gene independently and for the 
combined dataset. In order to better evaluate our exclusion strategy, we compare its effect to 
another commonly used exclusion strategy. The third codon position, also known as the 
silent position, is the position that evolves the most neutrally because most of its changes do 
not imply a change of amino acid (synonymous change). Thus, this position evolves faster 
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Figure 3. Test of DRUIDS on simulated data. A- "true tree". Circles represent a hydrophobic 
patch at the 5' end. The square is represents a hydrophobic patch at the 3' end. B- Bootstrap 
tree (1000 replicates) obtained with all the simulated data, the thick branch is erroneous. C-
Bootstrap tree (1000 replicates) obtained with the simulated data minus regions detected by 
DRUIDS. D-E Split trees respectively for the whole data and the whole data minus DRUIDS 
regions (parsimony split and equal edges). 
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Table 1. Taxa list and GenBank accession number. 
Genbank # Latin name Tree label 
NC 001567 Bos taurus Cow 
NC 001794 Macropus robustus Wallaroo 
AY235571 Callus gallus Chicken 
NC 002785 Struthio camelus Ostrich 
Y13113 Alligator mississippiensis Alligator 
NC 001727 Crossostoma lacustre Loach 
NC 001717 Oncorhynchus mykiss Trout 
NC 001606 Cyprinus earpio Carp 
NC 000890 Mustelus manazo Star spotted dogfish 
NC 002012 Squalus acanthias Spiny dogfish 
NC 000893 Raja radiata Starry skate 
NC 001626 Petromyzon marinus Lamprey 
— Lamprey 
— Starry skate 
— Star spotted dogfish 
— Spiny dogfish 
— Trout 
r- Loach 
Carp 
— Cow 
— Wallaroo 
Alligator 
" Chicken 
— Ostrich 
Figure 4. "true tree" for the vertebrate dataset 
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than the two others and the phylogenetic signal can be lost. It is believed that excluding this 
position for the entire alignment will decrease homoplastic noise and improves phylogenetic 
inference. 
Results 
We observe that the phylogeny is retrieved with high bootstrap support with the 
positive test. With the change of constraint, we obtain an incorrect topology with 100% 
bootstrap support (Figure 3.B.), although, a split tree analysis (Huson, 1998) shows 
ambiguous relationships for the (B,C,A,D,E) clade (Figure 3.D.). We put this dataset through 
the hydrophobic filter of DRUIDS (window size: 12 bases and 5% significance) and 
detected, with nearly exact precision, areas for which the constraints differ: positions 168-
533 (patch I and IE) and 685-1141 (patch II). The "true" phylogeny is obtained after 
removing these regions (Figure 3.C.). We realize that this is a simplistic simulation, however, 
this test only aims to show the "minimal" efficiency of DRUIDS. 
Similar patterns of non-stationarity were observed for each of the four datasets. This 
suggests that there are areas of sequence that share common constraints, but that there are 
also areas that vary in their constraints across taxa. They appear to be located mostly in the 
middle of the same trans-membrane helices (Figure 5). Further analysis and interpretations of 
these patterns are presented elsewhere (See Chapter 5). 
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Figure 5. Regions with deviation of stationarity (red) plotted on Cytochrome b (Bovin) (Xia 
gf a/., 1997) for four indépendant data sets (window size= 21): 1- Birds, 2- Carnivores, 3-
Primates and 4- Fishes. Graphics made with MolMol (Koradi gf of., 1996). 
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Our results in Figure 6 show that none of the "all data" MP trees, but the col tree are 
consistent with the "true" tree. Chondrichthyans are paraphyletic (cyt b) or sister group to the 
bony fishes (nd2 and combined dataset) with significant bootstrap supportDeleting the third 
position does no help to recover the "true tree". In fact, bootstrap support for 
chondrichthyans-teletosts is even higher. Finally deleting DFS regions (40% of the dataset) 
forces all the datasets to be congruent (except for nd2, but the bootstrap value for the 
erroneous branches is very low). The combined dataset minus DFS regions gives the "true" 
tree with relatively high bootstrap support. While one strategy seems to be more appropriate 
than the other, we may wonder how they act on the data. Split tree decomposition (Figure 6) 
shows that by deleting the third position, we create more ambiguities than with the entire 
dataset ("non ambiguous" erroneous tree). Similarly to what was observed in the simulation, 
deleting DFS decreases the amount of phylogenetic information but does not show any 
ambiguities or erroneous relationships. The split representation illustrates die presence of 
conflicting signal in the dataset. There are two kinds of conflicting signals. The first one, 
homoplasy type I, is obtained by chance and time. It is not always misleading, except if there 
is a marked codon bias or G-C content bias across lineages, for instance. It can be compared 
to white noise that decreases the confidence we have in a tree. If the "true" phylogenetic 
signal is stronger than this signal saturation, the "true" tree will be retrieved with more or less 
bootstrap support. This is the main argument of "total evidence" supporters. The 
phylogenetic signal is additive and will overcome the homoplastic noise. Moreover, 
homoplasy type I contains a bit of signal that can help to structure the tree. The second type 
of conflicting signal, homoplasy type II, is more problematic since it involves convergence 
due to independent changes of structural or functional constraint. This is not randomly 
distributed in the tree and can be qualified as a directional homoplastic force that will tend to 
attract unrelated lineages together. If it is stronger than the background noise and the "true" 
phylogenetic signal, it can be misleading. Figure 7.A. shows the relationship inferred by the 
third positions alone. Its long terminal branches, short intemodes and lack of support for deep 
nodes are characteristic of fast evolving characters. But the tree is consistent with the "true" 
tree. Deleting third position compensates for the base composition bias due, most likely, to 
codon bias (Table 2) and eliminates the homoplastic effect of fast rate of change. 
This is type I homoplasy. Table 2 shows that the exclusion of this set of characters 
improves the retention index, RI (Farris, 1989), but the tree inferred is still not consistent 
with the true tree. This is because the RI does not account for undetected convergences. 
Figure 7.B shows a relationship inferred by the DFS regions alone. There is a "perfect" 
bootstrap value that supports the most controversial nodes. This partition has a strong 
misleading signal (homoplasy type II) that represents 40% of the dataset. Now, imagine that 
we delete the third position in order to decrease homoplasy type I. We are left with a majority 
of homoplastic type II sites and this will lead to an incorrect tree with high confidence. 
An Alternative to Character Deletion 
Homoplasy is not always randomly distributed in the tree, especially if it is caused by 
functional convergences. Some branches can accumulate more homoplasy than others. Thus, 
some sites can be homoplastic for certain clades and synapomorphic for others. Deleting 
characters can be a risky strategy. Indeed, it will probably decrease, in addition to the 
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Figure 6. Inference of MP trees with bootstrap values. The thick branches are erroneous. 
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Figure 7. Split trees (parsimony split and equal edges) for A- all the data. B- all 
data minus 3^ position. C-all data minus DFS regions. 
homoplasy, the resolution of the tree. The split tree Figure 3.E. shows that some support has 
been lost after removal of the areas detected by DRUIDS for the simulated data. Patch II 
contains numerous synapomorphies for clade H, I, J and K, even though it contains 
homoplastic character states for the taxa F and G. In addition to this loss of phylogenetic 
signal, the effect can become worse if the deleted regions do not represent the major bias in 
the dataset (e.g. presence of several /omg 6rzmc/zes (Felsenstein, 1978), variation of rate of 
change and global base composition bias)-the decrease of synapomorphic support will give 
more room for other biases to mislead the phylogenetic reconstruction. 
We implemented a clustering method for sub-sequences of each region showing a 
DFS. The challenge is to only eliminate the misleading information produced by certain taxa. 
This is based on the assumption that for a cluster of species, if there is no DFS, all the species 
share the same constraint and the considered property does not produce any misleading 
signal. In a given region with DFS, if only one cluster is detected then all the character states 
are replaced by a '?'-the DFS is spread onto the entire tree. If several clusters are detected, 
signifying that the change of constraint is concentrated in one or several parts of the tree, we 
replace the characters states by a for all clusters except for one. For each taxon and each 
significant window, we calculate the variance for the corresponding property and use 
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Table 2. Dataset size, base composition bias (p value) and retention index (RI). 
COI CYTB ND2 Combined dataset 
All data 
1530 bp 
p=0.00000001 
RI=0.2970 
1128 bp 
p=0.00000000 
RI=0.3329 
939 bp 
p=0.00000000 
RI=0.3722 
3597 bp 
p=0.00000000 
RI=0.3293 
All data minus 3rd position 
1020 bp 
p=0.99997413 
RI= 0.4795 
752 bp 
p=0.71167085 
RI=0.4904 
626 bp 
p=0.01826302 
RI=0.4736 
2398 bp 
p=0.01678712 
RI=0.4741 
All data minus DFS regions 
1018 bp 
p=0.00157052 
RMX2787 
645 bp 
p=0.00317791 
RI=0.3282 
468 bp 
p=0.03012778 
RI=0.3689 
2131 bp 
p=0.00000000 
RI=0.3090 
- Ostrich 
-Alligator 
-Carp 
Star spotted 
dogfish 
- Spiny dogfish 
- Starry skate 
-0 05 substUtonsSiB 
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-Wallaroo 
— Chicken 
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Star spotted 
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Figure 7. Phylograms with bootstrap values (1000 replicates and uncorrected p distance): A-
third position only for the three genes. B- DPS regions only for the three genes. 
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the k-means method for clustering the taxa (variance of the property) with the algorithmic 
solution described by Hartigan (1975). In order to determine the number of clusters, we use 
the Proportional Reduction in Error coefficient (PRE^) with a threshold at 0.4. Briefly, this 
method estimates the improvement of adding one more cluster in explaining the variance. 
Clusters are added until any improvement becomes negligible (PRE^>0.4). This method 
works well on the simulated data (the "true" tree is retrieved), but is inconsistently efficient 
with "real" data (results not shown). This is due to the fact that the change of constraint does 
not always involve a sequential set of sites but instead involves three-dimensional 
neighboring residues. More knowledge about protein evolution mechanisms and protein 
structure is required to improve this method, or better, to implement an appropriate 
phylogenetic model for such regions. 
Conclusion 
The overlapping, sliding windows approach is useful and statistically powerful to 
detect slight variations and patterns of non-stationarity over DNA sequence alignment. 
However, this linear approach fails to capture the whole pattern because of the three 
dimensional nature of protein constraint. For instance, considering hydrophobic constraints 
of a globular protein, all the residues composing a helix will not be involved -only one side 
will be exposed while the other will be buried and "protected" from the hydrophilic 
environment. An overlapping sliding window will only average the variability and certainly 
miss such patterns. We plan to develop this idea and consider other windows, which are not 
composed only of sequential neighbors but of non-adjacent residues as well. 
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While the approach is free from any ad Aoc phylogenetic hypothesis, it does not give a 
perfect solution for resolving phylogenetic misleading signals. Indeed DRUIDS does not 
account for the Long Branch Attraction artifact, problems associated with taxon sampling 
(Kim, 1996; Graybeal, 1998; Hillis, 1998; Poe, 1998) or codon bias. However, we believe 
that our approach can offer a new view of phylogenetic study by exploring the data structure, 
the effect of various constraints on phylogenetic signal and identify potential sources of 
problems. 
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CHAPTER 4. DISTRIBUTION OF HOMOPLASY AND CHANGE OF 
FUNCTIONAL/STRUCTURAL CONSTRAINTS 
A paper to be submitted to AWecw&zr Bm/ogy aW Evo/wfio/: 
Olivier Fedrigo, Guillaume Lecointre and Gavin J. P. Naylor 
Abstract 
All homoplastic characters do not have the same effect on phylogenetic reconstruction. 
We identify two kinds of homoplasy: stochastic homoplasy and functional/structural 
homoplasy. The former is randomly distributed in the tree and can be considered background 
noise. The later can be phylogenetically dangerously misleading due to its tendency to 
concentrate in certain parts of the tree. It is essentially caused by independent, but similar 
physico-chemical constraints. We propose a method to identify and eliminate the effect of 
such homoplastic sites by a partial down-weighting strategy. We implemented this method in 
the software Detection of Insidious Shifts in Evolutionary Constraints on Trees (DISECT). 
Key words: homoplasy distribution, weighting scheme, change of constraint 
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Introduction 
Establishing evolutionary relationships between organisms is a key step for 
comparative studies and is required to discriminate the observed variability into functional, 
structural, phylogenetic and stochastic origins (Atchley ef a/., 2000). Thus, a reliable 
evolutionary tree is required. After establishing the homology of characters, an objective 
method is applied to the data to retrieve the evolutionary history. Phylogenetics is the science 
of reconstructing ancestral relationships and is based on the cladistic concepts proposed by 
Hennig (1950). It consists of differentiating primitive characters from derived characters and 
grouping taxa according to their shared ancestral character states called synapomorphies. In 
the best-case scenario, a character state originates exactly once. Thus, each change becomes 
an unambiguous synapomorphy of a clade (Farris, 1969). Unfortunately, this is rarely the 
case, particularly for DNA sequence data which has only four possible states (A, C, G and 
T). Simply by chance, the same state can appear several times and two character states can be 
the same even though they are not inherited from a common ancestor; these are called 
homoplasies. Homoplasy is defined as convergence when the same state occurs 
independently in different parts of the tree and arose from different ancestral states, as 
when they originate from the same ancestral state, and as reversion when the 
characters revert to an ancestral state. 
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Homoplasy can confound the phylogenetic reconstruction. Indeed, if homoplastic 
changes are not identified and override the number of synapomorphies, the "true" signal will 
be lost. To make matters worse, homoplasy can deceive by promoting high confidence 
support of an incorrect tree. Determining which characters are the most homoplastic and 
treating them appropriately is a major challenge for phylogeneticists in their quest to find the 
"true" phylogeny. Assigning less importance to a character according to the homoplasic 
signal it contains is the essence of the weighting character approach (Wheeler, 1990; 
Williams and Fitch, 1990). 
The first step to improve phylogenetic inference is to accurately detect any homoplasy 
present. Certain classes of characters tend to be more homoplastic than others. Most of the 
changes that occur at the third codon position are synonymous: they lead to a codon that 
codes for the same amino acid. This position has a tendency to be the most saturated because 
it is neutral (there is no particular selection on it), except if there is codon usage or base 
composition bias. Transitions are changes between purines or pyrimidines (A<->G and C<-»T) 
and are generally more common than transversions (purine <-» pyrimidine) (Fitch, 1967; 
Brown ef a/., 1982; Aquadro and Greenberg, 1983; Li et a/., 1984). Thus, transitions are 
usually more homoplastic (Meyer, 1994; Simon ef a/., 1994). It has been shown that trans­
membrane hydrophobic domains accumulate more homoplasy than other domains (Griffiths, 
1997; Hassanin ef a/., 1998). The combination of a narrow freedom to vary due to 
hydrophobic constraint and a high rate of change causes sites to saturate rapidly. There is a 
predisposition for hydrophobic residues to be homoplastic, especially leucine (L), isoleucine 
(I) and valine (V)-their similar physico-chemical properties make them easily inter­
changeable (Naylor and Brown, 1998). These three types of characters are often down-
weighted a priori because of their tendency to be homoplastic. The value of the weight to be 
assigned is a difficult problem always under discussion. The third position and the L-I-V 
characters are sometimes deleted 6om the datasets. Therefore, the value of the weight for 
transitions and transversions is more problematic because of its subjectivity (Broughton ef 
a/., 2000). 
,4 /mmferfon weigafw;# 
It is also common to down-weight characters after inference of the tree, in order to 
improve the estimate. First, it is widely assumed that fast evolving characters are more 
homoplastic because of their tendency to accrue multiple hits and become "saturated". Thus, 
restricting analysis only to more slowly evolving sites can give a more reliable phylogeny. 
Various ways to estimate the quality of the phylogenetic signal have been proposed, the two 
most widely used being the Consistency Index (CI) and the Retention Index (RI). These 
scoring schemes can be performed for each character and summed for the entire dataset to 
give an ensemble measure of the overall phylogenetic consistency of the data. The CI is the 
fraction of characters that are unique (Kluge and Farris, 1969). This measure presents some 
characteristics that make it difficult to compare between datasets. Its formula is the 
theoretical minimum number of steps required to explain the extant character states divided 
by the observed number of steps. The CI never reaches zero and is influenced by the number 
of characters and taxa (Archie, 1989; Sanderson and Donoghue, 1989). The RI is a 
normalized version of the CI (Farris, 1989). It takes into account the maximum number of 
changes a character could have been through to reach the observed state and thus presents 
better properties than its predecessor (Archie, 1989; Naylor and Kraus, 1995). .Swccesjive 
wezgAAng approaches that consider the degree of homoplasy of characters have been 
designed to give less significance to characters that are clearly "noisy" after a first attempt at 
phylogenetic reconstruction (Farris, 1969). 
of aomcy/gfy 
Rather than down-weight or eliminate certain problematic characters (the extreme case 
of weighting), the total evidence approach (Kluge, 1989) advocates that all characters be 
equally weighted result that homoplasies "cancel each other" as background noise. Assuming 
the phylogenetic information is additive, the correct tree should emerge from the combined 
dataset. However, this does not always prove true. To understand why this is the case, it is 
important to distinguish two kinds of homoplasy: 
i-The first is caused by saturation, multiple hits to the same sites. Since this is a function 
of the time and rate of change, it is especially a problem for deeper nodes. Saturation is 
stochastically distributed in the tree and is rarely misleading except if other factors, such as 
compositional bias (Saccone ef a/., 1990; Collins ef a/., 1990) or among lineage rate variation 
(Felsenstein, 1978) play a role as well. This kind of homoplasy can be considered 
background noise, and adding more data, may indeed, increase the strength of the 
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phylogenetic signal and effects of random homoplastic characters will be negligible. 
Saturation at the third codon position of stationary sequences belongs to this category. 
ii-"Functional" homoplasy, in which two character states become homoplastic by 
functional constraint, is lineage specific and can be misleading. These types of homoplastic 
changes are not distributed randomly, but instead will accumulate in certain parts of the tree. 
The impact of these changes may be amplified by non-independence of characters. Indeed, 
shift of function at one site is unlikely isolated. A series of other modifications, 
corresponding to a change of structural or functional constraint, can be involved and localize 
to the same area of the tree. This is not considered background noise, and adding more data 
will not cancel homoplasy. Rather, the misleading signals will increase in strength, and the 
ratio of synapomorphies to homoplasies will decrease for some branches in a given tree. This 
allows some incorrect branches to be supported with high bootstrap values. 
The objective of this paper is to propose an exploratory tool to identify homoplastic 
characters that undergo multiple structural or functional convergences and accumulate 
saturation in certain areas of the tree. These homoplastic characters are more likely to be 
misleading than random noise. 
Materials and Methods 
trees 
For all datasets we used either the "true" tree (TT) or the maximum parsimony tree 
(MPT) in order to plot the changes and the distribution of homoplasy. Parsimony trees and 
character reconstruction were performed using Paup* 4.0 (Swoffbrd, 1998). 
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ikcomsfrmcffmg caaracfer ffofes 
To infer ancestral states, we used a parsimony character state reconstruction with 
ACCTRAN optimization (Maddison ef a/., 1984). This optimization tends to accelerate 
transformations, and thus concentrates most changes at the bottom of the tree. Note that 
parsimony can sometimes lead to ambiguity where at least two character state reconstructions 
are equally parsimonious. In such situations, we picked one of the solutions at random. We 
also compared our results using DELTRAN reconstruction (Maddison ef a/., 1984) which 
delays transformations and thus tends to concentrate changes at the tips of the tree. 
The goal was to assign a homoplasy score to every branch to determine if there is an 
accumulation of homoplasy. We do not discriminate convergence, parallelism or reversion. 
For every site, we listed changes that occur in the tree. For every pair of elements of this list, 
we identified a homoplastic event when both changes lead independently to the same 
nucleotide (Broughton ef a/., 2000). We set the value of all branches to zero and for each site 
a score was incremented every time its branch showed a homoplastic event (FigurelA). 
Amino acids interact with their environment according to their intrinsic properties. 
Hence, the function of an amino acid can be reduced to its physico-chemical parameters. A 
nucleotide belongs to a codon, and a codon codes for an amino acid. According to this 
mapping function, every nucleotide change can be categorized into phenotypic classes. An 
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amino acid is characterized by its properties and the role it plays in peptide stability and 
function. We chose to consider hydrophobicity because its importance in protein evolution 
has been shown in previous studies (Grantham, 1974; Miyata, 1979; Naylor and Brown, 
1998). We used the hydropathy scale proposed by Kyte and Doolittle (1982) and performed a 
clustering algorithm (UPGMA) on these values to determine two distinct groups 
(hydrophobic and hydrophilic). Homoplastic changes can be classified into one of the 
following categories: hydrophilic to hydrophilic, hydrophobic to hydrophobic, hydrophilic to 
hydrophobic, and hydrophobic to hydrophilic (Figure 2). We also categorized sites according 
to codon position. 
jTwz/wafmg of Aomop&wry 
In order to test if homoplasy is evenly distributed in the tree, we calculated a chi-
square of all the branch scores and compared p values among the different homoplasy 
classes. We tested the null hypothesis that all branches accumulate the same amount of 
homoplasy. If a branch accrues more changes than another, it is intuitive that there is greater 
opportunity to accumulate homoplasy. In addition the effect of homoplasy varies with the 
length of the branch. For instance, a branch with 10 homoplastic changes and five 
unambiguous synapomorphies (15 total changes) will have less support, and homoplasy will 
have a greater influence than in a case of a branch with 10 homoplastic changes with a total 
of 40 unambiguous synapomorphies. For this reason, we considered the relative amount of 
homoplasy per branch in the chi-square estimation rather than raw homoplasy scores. 
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^ ^(a,/c,-/wc)' 
6 (^4/c)' 
n6ro/zcA is the total number of branches in the tree. A, is the number of homoplastic changes 
at branch z. c, is the number of total changes at branch z. A, / c, is the proportion of homoplasy 
at branch z. C and are the total number of changes and the total homoplasy score for the 
tree, respectively. 
WwgAfw# AomopWy 
Our method is an a poaferzorz weighting in the same spirit as successive weighting of 
Farris (1969). After a first estimation of the tree, homoplasy is measured, the most 
homoplastic sites are down-weighted, and the tree is constructed a second time. The method 
we propose starts from a first estimation of a tree and categorizes homoplasy at each branch. 
If the homoplastic changes for a given class are not randomly distributed in the tree, a lower 
weight must be assigned to the characters in question. We first detect the functional/structural 
homoplasy that can be misleading as described in the previous paragraphs. A character that 
contains such homoplasy is not completely useless phylogenetically; some parts of the tree 
can be accurately reconstructed using such characters. Hence, for a given site, our weighting 
scheme consists of replacing character states by '?' only for taxa that are downstream of the 
homoplastic event (Figure IB). 
Awp/gm ewMfOfx 
This method was implemented in the software Detection of Insidious Shifts in 
Evolutionary Constraints on Trees (DISECT) under the Windows operating system. This 
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membrane. 
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software takes as input a tree 61e and a data file in Phylip format and can reconstruct 
character ancestral states with ACCTRAN optimization. Lists of nucleotides changes made 
using other Maximum Parsimony reconstruction optimizations or reconstruction methods 
(e.g. Maximum likelihood) can be imported. It is possible to categorize homoplasy according 
to hydrophobicity, volume, codon position, transition, transversion, RI and CI. Detected sites 
can be exported as a list or plotted on the protein structure from PDB files (Figure 3). The 
program is avaible at http://www.public.iastate.edu /~ofedrigo/Disect.html. 
.S&ww&zW da# 
A program was written to generate sequence data based on a codon model (Muse and 
Gaut, 1994; Goldman and Yang, 1994) where each codon was allowed to mutate to one of its 
nine possible one-step neighbors. The freedom to vary of each codon was restricted 
according to the physical/chemical properties of the constraint class to which it belongs. 
Codons constrained to be hydrophobic were allowed to mutate to other codons whose 
aminoacids were also hydrophobic. At one node on the tree the constraints for one sub-region 
were changed. The simulation was run using a fixed length (1200 bp) protein coding 
evolving over an 11 taxon tree (Figure 4). Nucleotide substitution rates were set to be equal 
for all branches. The ancestral starting sequence included a hydrophobic patch at the 5' end -
&om positions 169 to 531 (patch I). Only changes that code for hydrophobic amino acids 
were allowed in this patch. After two bifurcation events, a change in constraint for patch I 
was simulated such that only changes to hydrophyllic residues were allowed. At the same 
time a new hydrophobic constraint was introduced at a patch toward the 3' end at positions 
697-1137 (patch H) for the clade (((D,E),(F,G)),((H,I),(J,K))). swapping of the 
hydrophobicity constraint for a hydrophyllic constraint in the 5' end of the sequence and the 
simultaneous establishment of a new hydrophobicity constraint in the 3' end part was chosen 
to mimic movement from a position within a membrane to a position outside the membrane. 
Finally at the base of the clade containing taxa F and G, the original hydrophobic constraint 
on patch 1 at the 5 ' end of the sequence is restored. 
Accumulation of homoplasy on certain branches can be caused by two events: 
functional/structural convergence or lineage specific rate of change. In order to separate these 
two causes, it is necessary to compare, for the same set of taxa, two independent protein-
coding genes. Here we will use cytochrome b (cyt b) and rhodopsin (rhod). The former is 
mitochondrial and the later is nuclear. They belong to completely different functional 
pathways: respiration and vision, respectively. However, cyt b and rhod are both helix-
spanning trans-membrane proteins. Hence, portions of both proteins share equivalent 
hydrophobic constraints. We collected vertebrate sequences from GenBank according to the 
following criteria: (1) Cyt b DNA sequence is available; (2) Rhod DNA sequence is 
available; (3) The phylogeny of the selected taxa is known or well supported by 
morphological, fossil records and molecular evidences (Figure 5 and Figure 6). 
The sequences were aligned using ClustalW (Thompson ef a/., 1994) and refined by 
eye using Se-Al (©Andrew Rambault). We selected four datasets that agree with the 
previously cited criteria (Table 1 and Table 2). Most of the data in Table 1 and 2 are 
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downloaded from GenBank (accession numbers are in columns 1 and 2). We produced some 
of the cyt b sequences (#op/cwfefA%? medzferranewa, Cfenqpomo jp., Dac(y/qpferwj vo/;fanj 
and Macroramp/iogua scoZqpax in Table 2) according to the following protocol. Genomic 
DNA was extracted from muscle or liver preserved in alcohol using the High Pure PGR 
Template Preparation Kit (Boehringer-Manheim). We isolated and amplified cytochrome b 
DNA sequences via Polymerase Chain Reaction of genomic DNA using Invitrogen TAQ. 
Sequencing reactions were performed with the Big-Dye protocol and at the facility of Service 
de Systématique Moléculaire Muséum d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris, France. 
MagAAi# scAewxe fAe cefeceew case 
In order to test our weighting scheme, we selected cytochrome b sequences for 39 
species of cetaceans, eleven mysticetes and 28 odontocetes. Among the odontocetes we 
selected various beaked whales (7), dolphins (13), poipoises (3), monodonts (2), and sperm 
whales (3) The cetacean phylogeny has been disputed, particularly concerning the 
monophyly of mysticetes whales (Milinkovitch ef a/., 1993; Amasson and Gullberg, 1994, 
1996). 
Results and Discussions 
We compared the analysis performed with ACCTRAN and DELTRAN character 
reconstruction methods, and observed differences in ancestral state estimates for some areas 
of the tree. However, as noted by Broughton ef a/. (2000), this does not influence our 
conclusions concerning the overall homoplasy distribution. For all the following results, only 
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Table 1. Vertebrate sequences of cytochrome b and rhodopsin used in this study. 
Cytb# Rhod# Scientific name Tree label 
NC 001626 U67127 Petromyzon marinus SeaLamprey* 
NC 001950 Y1785 Scyliorhinus canicula Catshark 
Y13118 U23802 Alligator mississippiensis Alligator 
NC 002333 LI 1014 Danio rerio Zebrafish 
NC 002079 LI 1863 Carassius auratus Goldfish 
NC 001606 S74449 Cyprinus carpio Carp 
NC 003189 U57538 Myripristis berndti Soldierfish 
AF006715 L78008 Anguilla anguilla Eel 
AY235571 M88178 Gallus gallus Chicken 
NC 001567 K00502 Bos taurus Cow 
AB033693 X61084 Cricetulus griseus Hamster 
NC 005089 M36695 Mus musculus Mouse 
NC 002008 X71380 Canis familiaris Dog 
AF346999 K02281 Homo sapiens Human 
NC 001913 U21688 Oryctolagus cuniculus Rabbit 
NC 001665 U22180 Rattus norvegicus Rat 
NC 000845 AF008947 Sus scrofa PiR 
NC 001804 AH007713 Latimeria chalumnae Coelacanth 
*outgroup 
Lamprey 
Catshark 
Eel 
Soldierfish 
Zetirafish 
I— Goldfish 
I— Carp 
I— Alligator 
'—- Chicken 
Human 
—— Dog 
I— Cow 
Pig 
—— Rabbit 
Hamster 
I—- Mouse 
'— Rat 
Figure 5: "True" vertebrate tree. 
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Table 2. Acanthomorph fishes sequences of cytochrome b and rhodopsin used in this study. 
Cytb# Rhod# Scientific name Tree label 
AF133701 AF201470 Salmo salar Salmo* 
- AY141264 Hoplostethus 
- AY141278 Cfenopoma ap. Ctenopoma 
- AY141282 Dactylopterus volitans Dactylopterus 
- AY141282 Macroramphosus scolopax Macroramphosus 
AB032516^ AY141311 Scomber japonicus Scomber 
AF045356 AY141296 Gymnocephalus cernuus Gymnocephalus 
AY050750 AY141314 Trachinotus ova tus Trachinotus 
AY141296 AF490648 Perca fluviatilis Perca 
NC 002081 AF137211 Gadus 
NC 003188 AY141265 Beryx splendes Beryx 
NC 003190 Y14484 Zeus faber Zeus 
NC 003192 AY141276 Monopferw? a/6%? Monopterus 
*outgroup 
Salmo 
Hoplostethus 
Beryx 
Gadus 
Zeus 
Trachinotus 
Ctenopoma 
Monopterus 
— Scomber 
Dactylopterus 
Macroramphosus 
Gymnocephalus 
—— Perca 
Figure 6: "True" acanthomorph fishes tree based on Chen ef a/. (2003) 
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ACCTRAN reconstruction will be presented. Note that ACCTRAN tends to push 
transformations to the bottom of the tree, and this can influence the calculation of the chi-
square. However, since this tendency is consistent over the tree, we can still observe and 
compare trends among the different homoplastic classes. 
We inferred the MPT for the simulated dataset and obtained an incorrect tree topology 
that supports a relationship between (F, G) and (H, I, J, K). In spite of this topological 
difference, MPT and TT show the same trend in the distribution of homoplasy. Homoplasy is 
more randomly distributed if we do not discriminate them into classes than if we consider 
hydrophobic classes. In the case where hydrophobicity is conserved or we consider only third 
position changes (which are generally synonymous and therefore conservative with respect to 
hydrophobicity), homoplastic changes are more randomly distributed than if we consider 
homoplasy subsequent to a change of polarity constraint (hydrophilic<->hydrophobic). This 
is not a surprising result since we structured the simulation so that changes of constraint are 
localized in only two branches (Table 4). The results of the chi-square are visually confirmed 
in Figures 2 and 3. In the TT, homoplastic events that result from a change in hydrophobicity 
are accumulated in the two branches we originally designed to host a shift of constraint. For 
the MPT, our method allow us to pinpoint the branch that supports the wrong topology and 
the branch just below it that corresponds to the first change in hydrophobic constraint of our 
simulation. 
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Table 3. Cetacean cytochrome b sequences 
Scientific name GenBank# Tree label 
Hippopotamus amphibius NC 000889 Hippo* 
Caperea marginata X75586 Cmargin 
Eschrichtius robustus X75585 Erobust 
Balaenoptera acutorostra X75753 Bacutor 
Balaenoptera bonaerensis X75581 Bonaer 
Balaenoptera musculus X72204 Bmusculus 
Balaenoptera borealis X75582 Boreal 
Balaenoptera edeni X75583 Bedeni 
Balaenoptera physalus X61145 Bphysal 
Megaptera novaeangliae X75584 Mnovean 
Balaena glacialis X75587 Bglacial 
Balaena mysticetus X75588 Bmysticct 
Berardius bairdii X92541 Baird 
Hyperoodon ampullatus X92539 Hampull 
Mesophodon bidens X92538 Mbidens 
Ziphius cavirostris X92540 Zcavir 
Mesoplodon europaeus X92537 Meuropae 
Mesoplodon densirostris X92536 Mdensiros 
Mesoplodon peruvianus AF304074 Mperuvia 
Lipotes vexillifer AF304071 Lvexill 
Lagenorhynchus acutus AF08075 Lacutus 
Lagenorhynchus albirostris AF084074 Lalbirost 
Steno bredanensis AF084077 Sbredan 
Pseudorca crassidens AF084057 Pcrassid 
Cephalorhynchus heavisidii AF084070 Cheavisid 
Lagenorhynchus australis AF084069 Laustral 
Neophocaena phocaenoides AF334489 Neophoc 
Phocoena phocoena X92533 Pphocoe 
Phocoena sinus Af084051 Psinus 
Delphinapterus leucas X92531 DlcucaS 
Monodon monoceros X92532 Mmonocer 
Pontoporia blainvillei X92535 Pblain 
Inia geoffrensis boliviensis AF334487 Igbol 
AF334485 IgeofT 
J ni a geoffrensis humboldtiana AF334486 Igeohum 
Platanista gangetica AF304070 Pgang 
P/a&iMùkz minor X92543 Pminor 
coAx&m NC 002503 P macro 
Kbgia Arevicepa U72040 Kbrevic 
AF334482 Ksimus 
*outgroup 
Table 4. value &om the chi-square test of homoplasy distribution. 
All™ all sites; H = Hydrophobic; P = Hydrophilic; 3rd = third position 
Dataset Tree AH H-»P P->H Pt»P yd 
Simulation TT 0.016374 2.542T^ 5.5728 1.646'^ 4.3523'^ 5.1056 ? 
MPT 1.6276' 6.6288 " 2.1596"" 7.966^ 2.1405 3.05" 
Vertebrates Cytb 0.95883 0.025634 1.4701"* 2.4772^ 0.34091 0.0032362 
Rhod 0.31459 0.14315 0.025694 0.031558 0.0041673 0.011572 
Acanthomorphes Cytb 0.38911 0.34857 0.24196 0.078366 0.54116 0.034414 
Rhod 0.85701 0.332 0.8367 0.087786 0.43539 0.11248 
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All these simulation results are not unexpected given that our approach suffers from 
circularity-we forced a specific change of constraint in hydrophobicity and searched for it. 
The precision to which functional/structural homoplasy (at amino acid level) is detected and 
localized is encouraging, in spite of the fact that the character state reconstruction method 
considers (nucleotide) characters to be independent. 
Cytochrome A ewd r&odopsw 
* Vertebrate dataset: 
The analysis of the distribution homoplasy of cyt b shows a similar trend seen in the 
simulation. When we do not discriminate between property classes, homoplastic changes 
appear more homogenously distributed than if we consider classes. In addition, they are more 
evenly spread over the tree for conservative classes (hydrophobic «-^hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic<->hydrophilic) than for classes in which a change of constraint occurs 
(hydrophilic«-»hydrophobic) (Table 4). Interestingly, if we examine the "non-conservative" 
homoplasy distribution (Figure 4 C-D), we notice that few branches accumulate significantly 
more homoplasy, but the pattern is less clear than the one observed using the simulated data. 
This can be explained by the fact that a change of constraint rarely involves a large number 
of sites in the same branch, and compensatory changes generate more complex patterns. 
Moreover, most of the homoplastic sites that undergo a change of constraint in 
hydrophobiciy are located in the transmembrane area, an observation that is consistent with 
previous studies (Griffiths, 1997; Hassanin, 1998). 
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Figure 2. Homplasy plotted on TT 
A. All 
B. Hydrophobic to hydrophobic 
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Branch scores represent the proportion of 
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the raw amount of homoplasy. 
Figure 3. Homoplasy plotted on MPT 
A. All 
B. Hydrophobic to hydrophobic 
C. Hydrophobic to hydrophilic 
D. Third position only 
Branch scores represent the proportion of 
homoplastic events, and branch thickness is 
the raw amount of homoplasy. 
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For the two categories exhibiting a nonrandom distribution of homoplasy 
(Hydrophilic<-»Hydrophobic), we observed accumulations principally on branches that 
involve frequently disputed relationships in phylogenetic studies: bony fishes, tetrapods, and 
elasmobranchs; the position of coelacanth in the vertebrate tree; primates, carnivores, and 
ungulates; and the position of alligator relative to birds (Rasmussen and Amasson, 1999b; 
Hedges and Poling, 1999). 
Our results suggest that rhodopsin undergoes important changes of hydrophobic 
constraint that are phylogenetically misleading. Indeed, the trend is different from the one 
observed for cyt b (Table 4). One reason may be that rhod evolves more slowly than cyt b, 
that has patterns reflecting changes in constraint easier to detect. Alternatively, the pattern 
may be related to a codon usage bias or to a lineage specific functional or structural 
constraint that involves hydrophilic residues. It appears that conservative homoplastic 
changes (hydrophilic<-»hydrophilic) are more randomly distributed than non-conservative 
changes (hydrophilic<->hydrophobic). In addition, contrary to the case of cyt b, changes of 
the hydrophilic<->hydrophilic class are less randomly distributed than those of the 
hydrophobic<->hydrophobic class. Finally, changes of the non-conservative classes are 
relatively more randomly distributed for rhod than they are for cyt b. These three differences 
may be related to different functional/structural requirements of the two proteins: the 
structural constraints on cyt b depend on its neighboring proteins in an 11- element complex 
(bel), while only two rhod proteins are form a dimer through helices H-I (Palczewski ef a/., 
2000). If the selective pressure is indeed principally driven by hydrophobicity, we should 
expect the conservative homoplasies to be randomly distributed (neutral changes). 
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Hydrophilic<-»hydrophilic homoplasies for rhod are not stochastically dispersed in the tree. 
This may be caused by lineage specific codon usage bias. In order to determine if this is the 
case, we analyzed codon bias using two different methods: the effective codon number Nc 
(Wright, 1990) and the B index (Long and Gillespie, 1991). Using DRUIDS (see Chapter 3), 
we plotted each taxon according to these two scores (Ellis ef a/., 1994). The plot shows that 
the entire cyt b dataset has a codon bias (Figure 4A), while only part of the rhod dataset is 
biased (Figure 4B). Interestingly, the taxa that do not have a bias for rhodopsin are distantly 
related: cat shark, coelacanth, alligator and hamster. These differences in codon biases across 
distantly related taxa may cause homoplasy to accumulate in a non-randomly way. Figure 3 
shows that the branches that accumulare homplasy are not the same for cyt b, especially for 
non-conservative classes: chicken, eel and the branch below the bony fishes clade. This 
supports the idea that non-random homoplasy distribution is protein specific. Moreover, 
Chang and Campbell (2000) noted the difficulty involved in retrieving the true vertebrate 
phylogeny using the rhodopsin protein-coding gene. In particular, chicken was misplaced 
relative to alligator. They found that three amino acids (ioleucine, leucine and valine) were 
responsible for this erroneous result and hypothesized that it "may be related to relaxed 
constraints on hydrophobic amino acid contained within transmembrane domains". 
Interestingly, the primate branch (humans) is involved in accumulating homoplasy for both 
cyt b and rhod. This cannot be explained by saturation due to an increase in the rate of 
change since we normalized our results with the total number of changes accumulated on this 
branch. 
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Figure 3. Homoplasy plotted on TT for vertebrate rhod 
A. All; B. Third position only C. Hydrophobic to hydrophilic; D. Hydrophilic to 
hydrophobic; E. Hydrophobic to hydrophobic; F. Hydrophilic to hydrophilic . 
Branch scores represent the proportion of homoplastic events, and branch thickness is the 
raw measure of homoplasy. 
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Figure 4. Codon bias plot for the vertebrate dataset. NC is the effective codon number 
(Wright, 1990) and B is the codon bias index (Long and Gillespie, 1991). The two dashed 
lines represent the threshold, under which the dataset should be considered biased. The top 
right area is the non-biased area (Ellis ef a/., 1994). A. Cytochrome b, B. Rhodopsin 
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Figure 5. Codon bias plot for the acanthomorphs dataset. NC is the effective codon number 
(Wright, 1990) and Gc3s is the G+C content at the third codon position. The dashed curve 
represents the null hypothesis of a non-biased sequence. A. Cytochrome b, B. Rhodopsin 
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More primate sequences are necessary to determine if this is due to a lineage specific 
compositional bias or changes of constraints in both proteins. 
* Acanthomorphs dataset: 
The results for cyt b and rhod show that all classes of homoplasy are randomly 
distributed in the tree except for the third position of cyt b. The non-conservative 
homoplasies hydrophilic-»hydrophobic are just at the limit of chi-square rejection for both 
genes (Table 4). The two genes show a similar pattern that is different from that of the 
vertebrate dataset. This is likely due to a weaker level of divergence than has occurred in the 
vertebrates; not enough time has elapsed to allow multiple changes of constraint and 
homoplastic events to amass in specific branches. The accumulation of homoplasy for the 
third position can be explained by codon bias. Indeed, the cyt b dataset shows a stronger bias 
than the rhod dataset (Figure 5). 
The hydrophilic-»hydrophobic class appears to be the less random hydmphobicity 
class for both genes and both clades (second less random for vertebrate cyt b). Given the 
available data and our current knowledge, we do not yet understand this pattern. More data 
and exploration are necessary to determine if the distribution pattern of the 
hydrophilic—^hydrophobic class can be interpreted as a "homoplastic signature" of 
transmembrane proteins. 
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Figure 6. Homoplasy plotted on MPT for cetacean cyt b for all classes. 
Branch scores represent the proportion of homoplastic events, and branch thickness is 
raw measure of homoplasy. 
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Figure 7. Homoplasy plotted on MPT for cetacean cyt b for hydrophilic—^hydrophobic class. 
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Figure 8. MPT after weighting homoplastic characters from the class hydrophilic 
^hydrophobic. Strict consensus of six trees. 
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scAeme opy/fcaffow; fAg ceùzcgaw ca&e 
We analyzed the cetacean cyt b dataset for homoplasy distribution. None of the chi-
square tests for random distribution are significant. This dataset exposes limitations of our 
distribution estimate, since by eye we can easily identify branches that significantly 
accumulate more homoplastic events than others. 
The MPT is inconsistent with most recent studies (Amasson and Gullberg, 1994, 
1996) based on cyt b; Odontocetes (toothwhales) appear paraphyletic and mysticetes (baleen 
whales) forms a monophyletic group that imcludes the Indian River dolphins, the beaked 
whale and the sperm whales. The non-monophyly of Odontocetes has been proposed 
previously by Milinkovitch ef a/. (1993) based on mitochondrial ribosomal DNA sequences. 
This phylogeny is incongruent with morphological evidence and the fossil record. Amasson 
and Gullberg retrieved the generally accepted phylogeny of whales by incorporating more 
taxa and applying to their cyt b dataset the method proposed by Irwin ef a/. (1991): make use 
of conserved sites for deep nodes and faster sites to resolve the tips of the tree. 
Our aim is not here to resolve the phylogeny of whales, neither to test the previous 
hypotheses concerning their evolution. We wish to identify the possible causes of misleading 
signal and to determine if they are related to the distribution within the tree of biologically 
meaningful homoplastic events. 
The distribution of homoplastic characters for all classes does not present any 
accretion of homoplasy (Figure 6). Therefore, while we consider non-conservative homplasy 
classes, some "hot spots" can be detected. Figure 7 shows the homoplasy distribution for the 
class hydrophilic—thydrophobic. Interestingly, the controversial nodes (e.g. Amasson and 
Gullberg vs. Milinkovitch ef a/.) accumulate more homoplasy: (mysticetes, Indian river 
dolphins, beaked whales, sperm whales) 20% of the changes along this branch are 
homoplastic, (sperm whales, beaked whales) 12%, (Chinese river dolphin, south American 
river dolphins) 13%. We applied our weighting scheme to all non-conservative homoplastic 
classes, hydrophilic<-»hydrophobic, and inferred a new MPT. This weighted MPT (Figure 8) 
recovers the monophyly of mysticetes and odontocetes, the basal position of sperm whales in 
the odontocetes clade, and no longer supports the monophyly of Chinese and American river 
dolphins. Unfortunately this result is not supported by bootstrap values and some 
imperfections remain, particularly the position of the Indian river dolphins with respect to the 
other river dolphins. 
Conclusion 
Dissecting and classifying homoplasies in order to detect non-random distribution due 
to functional/structural constraint or lineage specific biases is a useful approach. All 
homoplasies are not equal. Some will have a tendency to accumulate faster in certain parts of 
the tree and thus can be misleading for phylogenetic reconstruction. Our approach can help 
identify such character classes and to partially down-weight homoplastic sites according to 
their distribution and builldup in the tree. The most commonly used method to test the 
robustness of a phylogenetic hypothesis is the bootstrap. We believe that our approach is 
complementary to this test. Indeed, it has been shown that incorrect topologies can be 
strongly supported by bootstrap values (Naylor and Brown, 1998). We have shown using the 
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cetacean dataset that the accumulation of homoplastic classes in the tree can give 
supplementary information concerning the robustness of a node. 
Other classes must be explored to better understand the origin of homoplasy, its 
dynamic, and the effect it has on the phylogenetic signal. Homoplastic events for the class 
hydrophilic->hydrophobic are often distributed unevenly in the tree and seem to be 
responsible for a large part of the misleading signal in the cyt b and rhod dataset we studied. 
Further explorations and more data are needed to generalize and understand this pattern. 
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CHAPTER 5. THE EFFECT OF PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION ON 
THE PHYLOGENETIC SIGNAL 
A paper to be submitted to P.MAj'. 
Olivier Fedrigo and Gavin J .P. Naylor 
Abstract 
It is an accepted fact that functional and structural constraints at the protein level 
shape the DNA substitutional pattern. However, the consequences of such constraints for 
phylogenetic inference are not well understood. To explore this problem, we generated 
phylogenetic trees from Cytochrome b (cyt b) DNA sequences for four independent data sets 
(birds, fishes, carnivores, and primates), and identified regions of the molecule with poor fits 
to the Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano (HKY) DNA sequence model of evolution, similar regions 
failed the model in all four datasets suggesting these was something particular about these 
regions that was altering the pattern of substitution. Cyt b is a transmembrane protein 
belonging to a dimer complex, the bel complex. When DNA sequence translated and plotted 
onto the cyt b crystal structure, the identified regions appear to be mostly situated in 
transmembrane helices involved in interactions with other subunits of the complex. In 
addition, we show that they are characterized by a local deviation from stationarity in residue 
size and hydrophobicity, consistent with a model of transmembrane helix-helix interactions. 
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We also generated and collected, for a set of vertebrate taxa, DNA sequences of the gene 
coding for the small molecular weight Ubiquinone Binding Protein (S7) that is known to 
interact with cyt b. Analysis of cyt b and S7 for this dataset confirms the pattern observed 
with the four previously studied clades. In addition, S7 interacts with cyt b within two 
distinct areas-the matrix and the membrane. We show that the type of interaction that 
constrains the substitution pattern is different for the two domains, but is still challenging for 
the estimation of phylogenetic trees. 
A close study of these physical-chemical constraints combined with the structure of 
the genetic code reveals a nucleotide substitution bias, supporting the idea that phylogenetic 
models should be modified to accommodate the nucleotide substitution pattern produced by 
helix-helix interactions. 
Key words: Protein-protein interactions, phylogenetic signal 
Introduction 
In 1993 there were 143,492 DNA sequences available on GenBank. As of 2003 there 
are over 22 million DNA sequences, at least 153 times more (http://www.ncbi.nlm 
.nih.gov/Genbank/genbankstats.html). The explosion of new molecular techniques within the 
past decade has made the collection of DNA sequences routine, and molecular phylogenetics 
has benefited greatly from the relative ease with which they are now obtained. In addition, 
advances in computational technology have provided greater computing power allowing 
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scientists to design and run more complex simulations and apply better probabilistic models. 
Tree inference methods have improved as well, with the emergence of new computational 
tools. However, with the increase in available data, unorthodox phylogenies have arisen that 
challenge long-accepted, well-supported relationships (Rasmussen and Amasson, 1999b; 
Hedges and Poling, 1999). 
Ceases of erroweows mo/ecw&zr pAy/ogemfes 
Limitations of existing phylogenetic methods have been identified following the 
appearance of numerous systematic studies (Russo ef a/., 1996; Cao ef a/., 1998; Zardoya and 
Meyer, 1998; Takzaki and Gobojori, 1999; Chang and Campbell, 2000). Long branch 
attraction (Felsenstein, 1998), base composition bias (Saccone ef a/., 1989; Collins ef a/., 
1994), among-site-rate variation (ASRV)(Yang, 1996), and inadequate taxon sampling (Kim, 
1996; Graybeal, 1998; Hillis, 1998; Poe, 1998) are usually considered the chief causes of 
inconsistencies in molecular phylogeny reconstruction (Zardoya and Meyer, 1996; Takezaki 
and Gqjoboii; 1999). However, these are not explanations-they are only homoplastic 
"symptoms" and therefore poorly describe the underlying biology. Recent studies have 
attempted to determine the biological causes of non-historical structure in DNA sequence 
datasets. It has been suggested that structural and functional constraints* at the protein level 
could influence the substitution pattern at the DNA level and create a misleading 
phylogenetic signal; under certain conditions, some characters are more likely to be 
The term constraint should be defined in the context of this paper (Antonovics and van Tienderen, 1991): under 
a null model of random substitutions, a constraint is a selective force that restricts the freedom of variance of 
certain sites. 
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homoplastic than others. For instance, Hassanin ef a/. (1998) showed the gene coding for 
cytochrome b has a tendency to be highly homoplastic because of hydrophobic constraints in 
transmembrane helices. Naylor and Brown (1998) demonstrated the influence of valine (V), 
isoleucine (I) and leucine (L) on the phylogenetic signal for a mitochondrial dataset. The 
similar physical-chemical properties of these three amino acids render them interchangeable 
in most contexts, and therefore, they tend to be homoplastic. Eliminating these amino acids 
from a dataset generally improves the reliability of phylogenetic reconstruction; 
unfortunately, this is not a universal rule. As suggested originally by Naylor and Brown, 
other forces must play a role in addition to the ones described in their study. Some protein 
domains and characters tend to be more homoplastic than others. All characters of a 
molecular dataset are not equally phylogenetically informative; different partitions can give 
different answers. Debry (1999) proposed a gene and structure-based partition to drastically 
improve the likelihood score of molecular evolution models. In the same spirit, Tavaré ef a/. 
(2001) showed that the evolutionary signal of DNA sites could be categorized according to 
their physical-chemical properties. The studies described above reveal that molecular 
phylogeny should account for the biology of characters. 
CoMffrgfMfs gW/reedom fo vary 
Amino acid substitutions are not always independent. An amino acid is often buried 
within and surrounded by others, not necessarily adjacent in the primary structure. Any 
changes at this site are restricted by the available physical space and the chemical properties 
of these neighboring amino acids. For instance, glycine, the smallest amino acid, is rarely 
replaced by tryptophan, the largest amino acid. Also, an amino acid substitution can be 
compensated by other changes in a close-contact region to conserve the integrity of protein 
function. Because of the three-dimensional nature of proteins, it is likely to find functionally 
related sites, concentrated in the same three-dimensional space, that share the same 
constraints. For example, it has been shown that the adaptation of hemoglobin to high 
altitude for Andean geese and bar-headed geese involves substitutions of different residues 
that are, nevertheless, located in the same inter-subunit contact area (Peruts, 1983; Heibl ef 
a/., 1987; Golding and Dean, 1998). In addition, we expect functionally important residues to 
be more conserved-constraints will reduce the sites freedom to vary to a subset of possible 
amino acids. Hydrophobic amino acids in a globular protein show this pattern; buried amino 
acids, located in a hydrophobic core, have different biochemical constraints than exposed 
amino acids. Consequent to a reduced freedom to vary, substitutions appear less Sequent for 
buried residues than for those at the protein's surface (Dean ef a/., 2002). 
At a higher phenotypic level, most proteins also interact functionally and structurally-
a protein can belong to a cascade of enzymatic reactions and to a protein complex. Hence, its 
function depends on the context created by the surrounding polypeptides. At the interface, 
many residues are responsible for conserving the block cohesion in order to maintain the 
fitness of the whole phenotype. Indeed, if a residue change occurs in one of two interacting 
protein chains, some close residues substitutions can compensate to conserve the fitness of 
the dimer phenotype. The evolutionary dynamic of sites located at the protein-protein 
interaction interface is different from the sites that are not. Schmidt ef a/. (2001) studied the 
interaction of multiple subunits in cytochrome c oxydase and found a significant positive 
selection and a higher substitution rate for the residues located in the interacting areas. 
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CAawgg of coMffrawf; a MMwre o/ ww/gw&wg &^wa/ 
Compositional biases can reflect a change of constraint at the genome level. For 
instance, a gene may be relocated from a G-C poor region to a G-C rich region. If this event 
occurs in only one part of the tree, taxa downstream of this event will have a higher G-C 
content than the others. If it occurs multiple times, several taxa can independently show 
similar G-C biases. It has been shown that base composition biases can be misleading for 
phylogenetic reconstruction (Saccone ef a/., 1989; Collins ef a/., 1994). After a certain period 
of time, the new constraint will re-shape the base composition and the phylogenetic signal 
will be partially lost. Thus, taxa will tend to be grouped according to their biases rather than 
the phylogenetic signal. 
It is also common for constraints to change locally along the protein. In the case of a 
globular protein, we can imagine a buried site becoming exposed, or a site having its 
constraint relaxed and retrieved later. As described by the covarion model (Fitch, 1971), the 
substitution rate of such a site can change across lineages and time. Detecting these sites is 
challenging, and inferring an accurate phylogeny requires modeling different ASRV 
parameters in different parts of the tree. This is not computationally tractable, particularly for 
large trees. In addition to a change of substitution rate, the probability to substitute one amino 
acid for another can change. Maynard-Smith (1970) introduced a concept of sequence space 
where a particular protein sequence occupies a specific position in a high-dimensional 
hamming plot. The opportunities for residue substitution are dictated by the functional and 
structural constraints-all proteins under similar selective pressure occupy the same n-
dimensional space. When the constraint on a site is altered, its opportunity space is also 
modified, and substitutions can be located in different areas of the space. This can be 
reflected at the DNA substitution pattern level, as well, and can mislead the phylogenetic 
signal. But the extent to which such changes of constraint can influence the accuracy of 
phylogenetic reconstruction is not well known. Understanding and describing such events 
would help to anticipate the homoplastic effect. 
sAfdy cose; cyfocArome 6 
Cytochrome b (cyt b) is the most commonly used protein-coding gene sequence in 
phylogenetics with around 13,920 accession numbers for vertebate cyt b in Genbank. 
Because it is maternally inherited, it can be amplified more readily than nuclear sequences 
and it is not subject to recombination events. However, like many mitochondrial genes, it 
often shows a lack of reliability in phylogenetic reconstruction especially for ancient 
relationships (e.g. vertebrate phylogeny). Saturation, long branch attraction, taxon sampling, 
compositional biases, and especially among site rate variation have been proposed as being 
responsible for the erroneous results (Takezaki and Gobqjori, 1999). Griffiths (1997) showed 
that saturation is correlated to the transmembrane domains of cyt b due to a structural 
constraint. 
Cyt b is also functionally linked to other proteins; it belongs to the eleven-member 
w6zçuf/zoZ cyfocArome c (bel complex), of which cyt b is the only protein 
encoded by the mitochondrial genome. It is the central electron transfer and proton 
translocation protein. The crystal structure of the bel complex has been resolved for two 
species: Cra/fzw gaZ/wj (Zhang ef of, 1998) and fawn# (Xia ef a/., 1997; Iwata ef a/., 
1998). Cyt b is composed of eight transmembrane helices. Five other helices from 
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neighboring proteins also span the membrane. They belong to the small molecular weight Q-
binding protein, or subunit 7 (S7); cytochrome cl (cyt cl); subunit 9; subunit 10; and subunit 
11. S7 and cyt cl are the only chains in contact with cyt b inside the membrane. Outside the 
membrane, cyt b also interacts with the fallowing proteins: S7, cyt cl, core 1, ISP and 
subunit 6. In addition, because bel functions as a dimer, cyt b interacts with its homologous 
monomer. A close look at the crystal structures for chicken and cow shows differences in 
inter-chain interactions (Figure 1). Those sites, involved in different interactions at the 
interface of two proteins, are likely under distinct constraints for cow and chicken. One can 
wonder how and to what extent these variations of constraint can influence the phylogenetic 
signal. It is risky to assess the evolutionary process of inter-helical interactions and its 
consequences on tree reconstruction with only two crystal structures. However, the 
comparative plot of Figure 1 clearly shows the variable nature of inter-chain contacts. If this 
local change of constraint is a frequent event in the evolution of cyt b, we can expect to 
observe recurrent patterns. First, the "mode" of evolution will certainly be different between 
taxa for the interacting regions. For instance, if a hydrophilic-hydrophilic interaction between 
two residues is no longer required, then a substitution of an amino acid that cannot hydrogen 
bond with another amino acid will then be allowed. Second, the substitution rate will vary 
across lineages and time consequent to the changes of constraint. If a site suddenly becomes 
free of any constraints, it will be more variable. If this happens at several sites in one 
region-loss of constraint, gain of constraint, loss of constraint and so fbrth-the region will be 
a mosaic of sites with different substitution rates and will present an overall high variability. 
Finally, the relaxing and retrieving of constraints will certainly leave a "foot print" on the 
distribution of nucleotides or amino acids for some regions. 
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Figure 1. Secondary structure diagram of cytochrome b modified from Berry ef a/. (2000) 
showing the differences in inter-chain interactions for bovine and chicken. The two 
cytochrome b amino acid sequences have been aligned and mapped onto the secondary 
structure diagram. We performed a comparative analysis of the two taxa for the inter-chain 
interactions encountered by cyt b using their respective crystal structures. The inter-chain 
residue contacts were determined using the Contacts of Structural Units software (CSU) 
(Sobolev ef a/., 1999) based on a stringent criterion of "sharing" or "not sharing" a contact: 
for both species, a contact of cyt b is considered shared when the same site is in contact with 
the exact same protein. We consider all types of contact: hydrophilic-hydrophilic, 
hydrophobic-hydrophobic, aromatic, hydrophobic-hydrophilic and side chain contact. The 
white circles are residues that are not involved in inter-chain interactions for both taxa, the 
shaded circles are residues that interact with different protein chains for the two species, and 
the dark circles are residues that interact with the same chains for both. The dotted circles are 
the sites interacting with the other cyt b monomer, determined for IBCC.pdb only (Berry ef 
of., 2000). 
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We selected several cyt b DNA sequence datasets, sequenced and collected S 7 DNA 
sequences, and compared the spatial variation of their phylogenetic signal, their rate of 
change, their base composition, and their protein biochemical-structural profiles. In this 
study, we show that investigation of multiple phenotypic levels can offer a better 
understanding of molecular evolution constraints and a new perspective for the application of 
this knowledge to phylogenetic reconstruction. 
Materials and Methods 
farf /; CoayMzrwow of cyfocArwwe A /br/bwr 
We compiled cyt b DNA sequence datasets from Genbank for four independent clades 
(birds, fishes, carnivores, and primates). The taxa within each clade were sampled in order to 
obtain a "balanced" phylogeny (Table 1). Alignments were performed with ClustalW 
(Thomson gf a/., 1994) and refined by eye with Se-Al (©Andrew Rambaut). Most 
parsimonious phylogenetic trees were generated for the four data sets using Paup* 4.0 
(Swoffbrd, 1998). 
Defgcfzng regzona f&afyàz/ a mo/ecw/ar gvo/wfzon mode/ 
This analysis aims to detect regions of the alignment that show a different "mode" of 
molecular evolution. We used the software Partial Likelihoods Assessed Through 
Optimisation (PLATO) (Crassly and Rambaut, 1997) to evaluate the fit of molecular data 
and a corresponding phylogeny to a particular model of evolution. Briefly, a likelihood ratio 
score is computed for sliding overlapping windows of variable length along the alignment, 
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and those regions with significant differences in likelihood are identified as not fitting the 
model. Given the most parsimonious tree, we evaluated the fit of regions of the alignment to 
the Hasegawa Kishino Yano model of evolution (HKY) (Hasegawa ef a/., 1985). This model 
has been chosen because of its relative complexity but also for its small number of 
parameters. 
Defecfmg regions wifA a AfgA rofe 
The number of changes per nucleotide site was computed using likelihood with the 
HKY model. An overlapping sliding window was used with a window size of 21 base pairs 
(bp). Choice of window size was motivated by the fact that an alpha helix turn is 3.6 amino 
acids (about 12 nucleotides)-cyt b is composed of eight alpha helices spanning the 
membrane. Residues located on the same side of a helix are often under the same constraint. 
In order to capture the local variation in substitution rate, we chose the windows size that 
covers two turns of the helix (about seven residues). 
Defecfz/zg regions c&angas of coMjfrawzf 
A constraint is a selective pressure that can act at different phenotypic levels by 
restricting the character changes to a subset of possible substitutions. For a set of sites, we 
expect all changes to be contained in the range defined by the constrained property and all 
the observed states will reflect this containment. If the constraint is conserved across taxa, the 
frequency of the observed states will be similar among all characters and all taxa. We define 
this situation as stationarity. However, when constraints change clades will differ in their 
freedom to vary. For instance, if the constraint is relaxed for half of the taxa, the other half 
will only use a subset of character states. As a result, character state usage will be 
heterogeneous across taxa. We define this as a deviation from stationarity (DPS). The 
challenge is to identify the physico-chemical properties associated with various constraints 
acts, to determine these properties for different sets of characters and to estimate the 
stationarity. 
We used the software Detection of Regions with Unexpected Internal Deviation from 
Stationarity (DRUIDS) (see Chapter 3) to detect local deviation from stationarity for 
physical-chemical properties. Values corresponding to properties (residue volume, 
hydrophobicity, mass, charge or solubility) are mapped onto the alignment (such that each 
nucleotide receives the value of the codon to which it belongs). This software takes 
advantage of an overlapping sliding window approach and estimates an F-test of the chosen 
properties for every window. The aim is to detect regions of the DNA sequence ahgnment for 
which there is a change of constraint that causes non-stationarity. For the reasons given 
earlier, we used a window size of 21 bp. We considered a threshold of 5% for the 
significance of the F values. The null hypothesis considers all taxa to be under the same 
constraint for a given region of the ahgnment. We used the Kyte-Doolittle hydropathy scale 
(Kyte and Doolittle, 1982) and volume (Zamyatin, 1972) because of their importance shown 
in previous studies (Grantham, 1974; Miyata, 1979). The intersection of the two sets of 
deviation from stationarity regions is the final output. Following the same protocol, we also 
examined the local deviation from stationarity for base composition, as well. In order to put 
the output of the three analyses described above in a biological context, we aligned the 
translated DNA sequences to the cyt b amino acid sequence for 
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Table 1. Taxa list and GenBank accession numbers. 
BIRDS Genbank# CARNIVORES GenbanWf 
Gallus gallus NC 001323 Taxidea taxus AF0J7732 
Coturnix japonica NC 003408 Martes pennanti 
Lophophorus impejanus AF028796 Mustela vison ,44012720 
Struthio camelus NC 002785 Mustela ermine a XF0J7727 
Casuarius casuarius NC 002778 Pteronura brasiliensis v4F0J7V2g 
Puffinus carneipes AF076082 Lutra maculicollis 
Procellaria parkinsoni AF076077 Lutra lutra AF0J7/2^ 
Pterodroma magentae U74338 l.ontra canadensis Xf0J7/2/ 
Pelecanoides magellanicus AF076075 Enhydra lutris WF0J7/2O 
Frggg«a fropica AF076053 A onyx capensis ^f0J7//g 
Falco verpertinus U83311 Panthera leo 
Thalassarche bulleri bulleri U48945 Panthera tigris sumatrae 
Oceanodroma furcata AF076063 Felis catus #C 007700 
Caprimulgu vociferous U89194 Phoca vitulina %6J726 
Merops nwAzow U89185 Leptonychotes weddellii A7200J 
Grus antigone U43622 Monachus schauinslandi %72209 
Balearica regulorum U27543 Tremarctos ornatus 
Melanerpes carolinus U89192 Melursus ursinus 
Trogon mexicanus U94809 Ursus thibetanus 
Pharomachrus antisianus U89204 Ursus americanus 
fs&fncAa; /ù U89177 Ailuropoda melanoleuca 
Kfreo pfwm6g%s AF082007 Ursus arctos JVC 003^27 
Cyanocorax chrysops U77334 Helarctos malayanus 
Paradisaea rasgiana AF308774 Ursus maritimus NC 00342& 
Parotia lawesii U25735 
FISHES Genbank# PRIMATES Genbank# 
Angu lia bicolor bicolor AF006710 Papio hamadryas NC 001992 
Ha marmorata AF006704 Hylobates lar X99256 
Ha ansuilla AF006715 Eulemur rubriventer AF175848 
Amphilophus longimanus AF009943 Eulemur macaco flavifrons AF081050 
Caquetaia umbiferum AF009940 Varecia variegata variegata AF081047 
Archocentrus n i gro fas datum -si AF009933 Saimiri sciureus U53582 
A/ypsopArya nicarogwgMJÙ-f/ AF009929 Pro/wfAecwf &z#grsa//i U53573 
Astatheros macracanthum U97160 Go/ago craMKXHW&zfuj U53579 
Poeciliopsis monacha AF047345 Nycticebus coucang NC 002765 
Carassius auratus AB006953 AAcrocgZw mwnMws AF285557 
Misgurnus aneuillicaudatus AF051868 coçwere/i U53571 
Sinocyclocheilus grahami tingi AF051879 Loris tardigradus U53581 
Acrossocheilus yunnanensis AF051857 Lemur catta NC 004025 
Mylopharyngodon piceus AF051870 Azpa/gmwr grifgws U53574 
H y pop h thalmichth vs molitrix AF051866 U53569 
Rhodeus ocellatus AF051876 Cheirogaleus major U53570 
Gobiobotia meridionalis AF051863 Tarsius bancanus NC 002811 
Gorilla gorilla NC 001645 
Pan paniscus NC 001644 
Homo sapiens AF346999 
Pongo pygmaeuj U38274 
gwereza U38264 
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We then plotted the detected regions onto a cyt b crystal structure (Xia ef aA, 1997) using 
MolMol (Koradi ef a/., 1996). 
faff 7 
Da/a 
The gene coding for the Q-hiding protein low molecular mass 9.5 kDa subunit 7 of the 
bel complex (chain G) is a 252bp long nuclear gene. There is a unique intron located at 
position 157. The size of the intron varies between 451 bp and almost 1.5 kb. No duplication 
of the gene has been reported. We selected vertebrate taxa for which the "true" tree (TT) is 
known based on morphological characters, fossil record evidence or previous molecular 
phylogeny studies (Figure 2). 
All the analyzed sequences were aligned with ClustalW (Thompson ef a/., 1994) and 
refined by eye using Se-Al (©Andrew Rambaut). Sequences were either collected from 
Genbank or produced (Table 2). 
Za6orafory f rofoco/s 
Blood samples from the following taxa were collected in Longsmire's solution (1/10 
dillution) by Dr. Kathleen Mullin and Ms. Jackie Jens from the laboratory of Animal 
Resources at the Iowa State University College of Veterinary Medecine: Canis yanzz/zari?, 
fe/zs cafzts, Copra Azrcws, Ovi? arza? and Egwwa ca&zZ/ws. 
Genomic DNA from selected taxa was extracted from blood samples using the High Pure 
PCR Template Preparation Kit (Boehringer-Manheim). We isolated and amplified S7 DNA 
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Table 2. Taxa and sequence list 
Scientific name Cytb S7 Tree label 
Bos Tawrws NC 001567 L06665 Cow 
Tfomo sapiens AF346999 NM 014402 Human 
Afws /Mwscw/ws NC 005089 BC027809 Mouse 
TZafA/s norve^/cws NC 001665 AY323237 Rat 
TicfaZunzs /wrcafws AF48159 BQ096963 (EST) Catfish 
GzZ/zcAf&ys sefa AY004980 AW783884 (EST) Sucker 
OncorAjyncAws 
/Mj/AÛS 
NC_001717 CA369985 (EST) Trout 
Danzo rerzo NC 002333 BQ264172 (EST) Zebrafish 
CyprznzA; corpzo NC 001606 NC 001606 (EST) Carp 
6"ws cro/à BM484525 BM484525 (EST) Pig 
Ae/zqpws Zaevzs NC 001573 CB592501 (EST) Xenopus 
Gallus gallus AY235571 BU236759 (EST) Chicken 
Capra hi reus AF533441 * Goat 
(Ms arzes NC 001941 * Sheep 
Fe/zs cafws NC 001700 * Cat 
Canis familiaris NC 002008 * Dog 
NC 001640 * Horse 
genes sequenced following the protocol described in the text. 
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Figure 2. 'True" tree based on morphological evidence and the fossil record. 
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sequences by Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) of genomic DNA. Degenerate internal 
primers (Table 3) were used for amplification and sequencing. 
Table 3. Primer list for PCR and DNA sequencing 
ID Type Position in exon Sequence 
S7A Forward 16 GGGMAYCTGRCRCGGRTRC 
S7B Forward 40 GTGATCWSCTACAGCTTGTC 
S7N3 Forward 51 GCTTGTCRCCVTTTYGAGCAGC 
S7E Reverse 230 GCTGGATTCTTCCTYTTSGAYYKCTC 
S198 Reverse 198 CTCYTSVKTBCCCCATGTGT 
S7M Reverse 234 GGCRGCTGGATTCYTCCT 
Invitrogen Taq and NHjSO^" buffer were used. We determined the optimal 
temperature conditions using a gradient thermo cycler. The PCR cycle combined //of s&zr? 
and TbwcA down techniques with an annealing temperaturem of 52-62° and 39 cycles. In 
some cases, it was necessary to clone the PCR product using the Promega pGEM-T Easy 
Vector Systems Kit. Sequencing was performed using the Big-Dye protocol. 
PAjVogenefzc szgna/ 
Maximum parsimony trees (MPT) were generated using PAUP*4.0 (Swoffbrd, 1998). 
Likelihood estimates were calculated using the HYPHY package with the HKY mode for an 
overlapping sliding window of 12 bp (Muse and Kosakovski Pond, 2003). 
ZWecfmg (fevzafzoMJ yrom s&zfzoMan'fy 
As explained in the introduction, deviation from stationarity (DPS) is a major obstacle 
for phylogenetic reconstruction. In order to confirm the results from Part I, we used the 
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software DRUIDS for hydrophobicity and residue volume with a window size of 12 bp and a 
threshold value of 5% for both the cyt b and S7 proteins. In addition, we examined G+C 
content and residue charge distributions along the alignment and compared them to 
hydrophobicity and volume. 
Results 
Azrf Compense» of cyfocArome A /or/bwr 
/(egio/u fAafmode/ of evo/wAon 
The majority of regions failing the HKY model are located in the middle of the five 
most external transmembrane helices: E, D, F, G and H. A side-by-side comparison of the 
four clades shows a similar pattern although with a few differences (Figure 3A). Some 
regions are detected in various positions along helix H across the four clades. Regions in 
helix F are only found in carnivores and primates. Regions in helix G are detected for birds 
and primates. Helix D shows a detected region for all clades except carnivores. The middle 
of helix E is always detected. A few small hot spots are present in the B-C loop and helix A 
for primates. 
^egzoMj wzfA DFS/ôr AydropAoAzcify oruf vo/wme 
We compare the deviation from stationarity for residue hydrophobicity and volume 
(HV) in Figure 3C with Figure 3A. Because the small differences in the exact position or 
length of detected regions are most likely due to statistical and methodological artifacts, we 
only consider whether or not they overlap. Most of the HV pattern for each clade is similar to 
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Figure 3. Outputs were translated into amino acids and aligned to the cyt b structure of 
chicken. The output was then plotted onto the structure. 1- Birds, 2- Carnivores, 3-
Fishes, 4- Primates. 
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the HKY pattern. There are, however, few differences. For Birds, HV is detected in helix F 
and not in helix D. For carnivores, an HV region is not detected in helix F but is detected in 
helix D. In addition, HV areas are found in helix D, helix a-b and loop E-F. For fishes, HV is 
detected in helix A but not in helix D. For primates, HV is not found in helix F, helix A or 
loop B-C. In addition, PLATO did not detect helix a-b for primates. 
Figure 4 gives a better appreciation for the similarity of PLATO and DRUIDS. Some 
regions fail the HKY model and have a deviation from stationarity either in hydophobicity or 
in volume, but not in both. This is the reason these regions were not captured by the HV 
analysis. For the bird dataset helix D is significant for hydrophobicity only (Figure 4-L1). 
Helix F in carnivores was not seen in the HV pattern. However, this region displays a 
significant DFS in volume (L2). For fishes, sites in helix D show a DFS in volume (L3). 
Finally for primates, loop B-C (including the tip of helix C) has significant deviates from 
stationarity in hydrophobicity only (L4), and helix F is significant in hydrophobicity, as well 
(L5). The DFS in G-C content is similar to the DFS in hydrophobicity and volume described 
above (Figure 4). In most cases, a DFS peak in G-C corresponds to an analogous DFS peak 
in volume or in hydrophobicity. 
However, some exceptions exist. The G1 peak does not have an analogous peak in 
hydrophobicity, in volume or rate and does not fail the HKY model. In addition, helix A in 
primates fails the HKY model, but shows only a significant peak in G-C (G2), not in HV. 
z/zferocfzoMJ 
Cytochrome b interacts with several neighboring proteins: cytochrome cl (cyt cl), 
core 1, ISP, subunit 6 (S6), subunit 7 (S7) and the facing cyrocrhome b monomer (cyt b') 
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Figure 4. Normalized F-test of overlapping sliding window along the sequence dataset for 
the four clades. Hydrophobicity, H; volume, V; G-C content; and normalized substitution 
rate, R. The gray line indicates the 5% threshold of significance. The shaded areas are the 
regions failing the HKY model. 
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(Figure 5). These interactions occur inside the membrane, in the inter-membrane area, and in 
the matrix. In the following descriptions, we define the "top" of the protein as the inter-
membrane area side and to "bottom" as the side facing the matrix. Inside the membrane most 
of the interactions occur in helix E with cyt cl, helix D with cyt b% and helix G with S7. Few 
contacts are located at the edge of the membrane: top and bottom of helix H with S7 and S6 
respectively, bottom of helix G and loop F-G with S6, top of helix A with ISP and cyt b\ top 
of helix B with ISP and cyt cl, and bottom of helix C with S7. External helices are also 
involved in interactions: helix efl with cyt cl and helix ab with cyt cl and ISP. Two large 
external loops are also in contact with several polypeptides: loop D-E with S6, S7 and corel, 
part of loop E-F with cyt cl. 
farf 77; 7 
Figure 6 shows the normalized F-test along the sequence alignment for G-C content 
(GC), residue volume (V), hydrophobicity (H), and charge (CH). The likelihood score (LS) 
has been normalized as well, and inverted for clarity-the higher the peak, the lower the 
likelihood. We distinguish four regions by their high peaks in likelihood. From left to right: 
region Ra, Rb, Rc and Rd. 
Interestingly the highest LS peaks-lowest likelihood to the HKY model -correspond 
to parts of the protein that are located in the membrane (Rc and first half of Rd) (Figure 6). 
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Figure 5. Neighboring proteins of cytochrome b rendered with VMD (Humphrey ef of., 
1996). Cytochrome b (cyt b) in gray, subunit 7 (S7) in blue, cytochrome cl (cyt cl) in 
yellow, ISP in red, subunit 6 (S6) in green and Core 1 in ochre. 
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Some LS peaks are also present, to a lesser extent, in regions located in the matrix (Ra, Rb) 
and in the intermembrane area (second half of Rd). Rc and first half of Rd correspond to 
regions of the protein that interacts with S6 and cyt b in the membrane. The other smaller 
peaks belong to areas that interact with cyt cl (Rb and second half of Rd region), and with 
cyt cl, core 1 and S6 (Ra) in the matrix. 
J&zfg of c&angg am/ G-C comfg/zf 
The rate of change shows a similar pattern to that LS: the two highest peaks are 
located in the membrane (Rc) and the other smaller peaks match all the LS peaks outside the 
membrane. DFS in G-C content pattern is not different from the substitution rate pattern 
except for the peaks in regions Rb and Rd that are much smaller. To summarize, regions that 
fail the likelihood model of evolution vary the most. But, only two of them show a significant 
deviation from stationarity in G-C content (Ra and Rc). 
Tfggzonj f&af devzafg/rom s&zfzoMarzfy 
The plots in Figure 6 show the distribution of significant DRUIDS' outputs along the 
structure of the S7 protein. Among the three residue properties tested by DRUIDS 
(hydrophobicity, volume and charge), we can almost always find a peak that matches a LS 
peak-a deviation from stationarity occurs in a region that does not have a good fit for the 
HKY model. There is a DFS in residue charge for region Ra, Rd, and to a lesser extent for Rc 
and the second half of Rb (not significant). DFS in hydrophobicity mostly occurs in regions 
Rc and Rd, and a non-significant peak in the second half of Rb can be observed. 
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Figure 6. The likelihood profile has been normalized and inverted: the higher the peaks the 
power the fit to the HKY model. All DFS results (G-C content, hydrophobicity, volume and 
charge) have been normalized as well. The nucleotide substitution rate has been estimated 
using likelihood with HKY model. Triangles show peaks analogous to the peaks observed for 
the likelihood profile. The bottom of this figure shows a diagram of the secondary structure 
of S7. Above, double arrows indicate S7 areas that interact with neighboring proteins. 
Finally, DFS in residue volume is only significant for Rd and half of Rc. These three DFS of 
properties seem to follow the likelihood profile. We then combined them by taking their 
union-the maximum value for each data point. Interestingly, we observed that the combined 
DFS pattern matches almost perfectly the LS, the rate of change, and the DFS in G-C pattern. 
There is one missing region located in the first half of Rb (Figure 7). 
We plotted the DFS regions on the cyt b and S7 protein strutures (Figure 8). For each 
property, we can observe a match between the S7 and cyt b regions with significant DFS. 
Note that cyt b exhibits a larger number of significant regions than S7. This is primarily due 
to the fact that we used a 12 bp window size in order to detect a finer grain of DFS and cyt b 
interacts with several other proteins. For hydrophobicity within S7 (Figure 8A), the regions 
are mostly located in the transmembrane area that is known to interact with helix G and H of 
cyt b. Indeed, we can see that these regions are adjacent to DFS regions of cyt b in helix G 
and H significant regions as well as adjacent S7 region. For residue volume (Figure 8B), the 
regions in S7 are similar than the ones detected with hydrophobicity, located on the top of the 
helix. However there is no matching region in the cyt b's facing helices. A lower region is 
also shown in S7 helix. This region appears not far from a significant DFS area in helix G of 
cyt b. For charge (Figure 8C) we used a 10% statistical threshold in order to observe a 
corresponding pattern, this is most likely due to the fact that change in charged residues are 
more rare and the DFS is less sharp. As observed with hydrophobicity, there is a perfect 
match between the top of the S7 helix and the top of helix H in cyt b. More interestingly, 
another important area that is known to be interacting is highlighted by DFS in charge. A part 
of the S7 loop in the matrix interacts with the D-E loop of cyt b. Both facing 
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Union of properties 
Likelihood. 
Figure 7. Likelihood profile combined with the "union of properties". "Union of properties 
is the maximum value for each data point taken from DFS in hydrophobicity, volume and 
charge. The triangle mark shows the mismatch between likelihood and combined DFS in the 
first half of the Rb region. 
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Figure & The coordinates of significant DFS have been translated into amino acids and 
aligned and plotted on the cyt b structure for chicken (red): A. hydrophobicity, B. 
Volume. C. Charge and D. Union of the three previous outputs. 
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regions demonstrate a DFS in charge. Finally Figure 8D shows a union of DFS regions for 
hydrophobicity, volume and charge between cyt b and S7. 
Corre/afgd cAamges 
Using the software MacClade 4.06 (©Madisson and Maddison, 2003), we explored the 
changes occurring in S7 and cyt b: 
* Cyt b position 215 & S7 position 8 
Figure 9 shows a series of correlated changes between the interacting regions of cyt b 
and S7. Except for Mouse and Human, the pattern is consistent: there is always a hydrophilic 
amino acid in one protein and an hydrophobic amino acid in the other for tetrapods. It seems 
that cytb 215 and S7 8 are not in direct contact, however, changes in these residues always 
seem to compensate. 
* Cysteine in cytb and S7 
In cyt b all mammals except human and rodents have a cysteine at position 324 in the 
membrane area. Not far from this position for the same taxa, S7 has a cystein at position 45. 
Cysteins are known to form strong disulfide bonds that assist in shaping tertiary or 
quaternary structures. However, residue 45 is on the other side of the helix and is not in 
contact with cyt b 324. Yet, it is possible that in a certain conformation these two cysteins 
may contact and serve some function. Alternatively, these cysteins might be involved in the 
assembling of the bel complex in the membrane (Dr.Edward Berry comm.) 
The detection of correlation of change is not an easy task and the patterns are not 
extremely clear in the S7-cyt b datasets. Indeed, correlated changes do not always involve 
only two sites; the circumstances are often more complicated. Combinations of sites, not 
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necessarily contiguous on the polypeptide chain, can fulfill a structural function, in which 
case the entire block of sites must be considered a character in a correlation study. In 
addition, it (what is it?) is not always an association of amino acid identity, but it can involve 
a complex a set of physico-chemical properties that "camouflages" the correlated pattern. 
Discussion 
TwfgracfzoMs, and vo/wme 
Cyt b belongs to the bel complex, one of the three proton pumps involved in the Krebs 
cycle, and located in the inner membrane of the mitochondria. This is the fundamental 
respiration machinery that produces energy in all oxygen-dependent organisms. The bel 
complex works as a whole during the complex events of transferring electrons from 
ubiquione to cytochrome c and creating a proton gradient across the membrane. Certain 
amino acids of cyt b interface with amino acids of neighboring nuclear protein chains. Since 
cyt b is a transmembrane protein, most of its helices require an amino acid composition rich 
in hydrophobic residues in order to remain stabilized inside the membrane. A two stage-
model that describes kinetically distinct steps for membrane-spanning helices has been 
proposed (Popot ef a/., 1987). First, the helices must be inserted in the lipid bilayer, so they 
are necessarily highly hydrophobic. Second, specific interactions between helices are 
required to maintain strong packing of the protein structure(s) (these interactions can be 
inter- or intra-chains). The nature of associations of helices in the membrane is not well 
understood, but two chief models exist. It has been shown experimentally 
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that polar residues play an important role in associating helices in the membrane with 
hydrophilic interactions (two hydrogen atoms) (Gratkowski ef a/., 2001): aspartate, 
glutamine, glutamate and especially asparagine. Histidine also seems to be able to donoate or 
accept a hydrogen atom to facilitate dimerization (Zhou ef a/., 2001). Serine, threonine and 
lysine do not seem to be as competent, probably because the side chains of these amino acids 
have only one polar atom to forma bod with another chain (Gratkowski ef a/., 2001). 
MacKenzie and Engelman (1998) proposed a model that involves steric clashes, Van der 
Waals forces and side-chain rotamer freedom. There is clear evidence for two mechanisms of 
interaction, the first involving polar residues and the second the volume of the residues. 
There is a tradeoff between disrupting the protein structure stability (hydrophobicity of trans-
embrane helices and steric clashes) and insuring a strong interaction by inserting either a 
polar residue that will share hydrogen bonds or a residue of appropriate size to create 
favorable Van der Walls forces. The local constraints in interacting regions restrict the 
substitution pattern to a subset of residues that agree with the imposed property: 
hydrophobicity and/or volume. Figure 1 shows that if the position of inter-chain interaction 
sites are variable in cytb between two species, then these areas should show an heterogeneity 
in hydrophobicity and/or volume. Our results are consistent with this model-the spatial 
distribution of interactions (Figure 1) matches the HV pattern (Figure 2C and Figure 3). 
Interestingly, the parts of cyt b outside the membrane are less often detected. There are two 
possible reasons for this: first, the regions are shorter in length than those located inside the 
membrane, and thus cannot be detected with a window size of 21 bp. Indeed, with a 12 bp 
window size, DRUIDS can sometimes spot one or two of these loops. Second, the regions 
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outside the membrane are highly polar, thus these changes in polarity are less easily detected 
and other mechanisms may play a role in protein-protein interaction. 
Intuitively, we expect structurally or functionally important sites to be highly 
conserved. For instance, it has been shown for more than 900 cyt b sequences, that the same 
histidine residues, located in helices B and D, are responsible for the two heme attachments 
(Widger gf a/., 1984). This is also the case for most structurally important sites such as 
disulfide bridges formed by two cysteine residues and functional sites such as the "color 
vision sites" in opsins (Yokoyama and Radlwimmer, 1998). The "substitution opportunity 
space" of the required function is so narrow that little or no change is allowed. 
In contrast, the results presented here (Figure 3B) agree with the observations of 
Schmidt ef (2001) concerning the COX complex: areas interacting with other subunits of 
the bel complex, also structurally important, are more variable than the rest of the protein. 
One may wonder why such important features are so variable. Schmidt ef a/. (2001) 
hypotheses that a co-evolution between the interacting nuclear and mitochondrial proteins 
may be the primary driving force for a fast substitution rate. Indeed, if changes in interacting 
sites happen frequently in the evolution of the bel complex, it will increase the substitution 
rate for the sites in question in order to re-adjust and optimize the stability of the protein 
structure. In addition, rather than only a few sites being involved in an interaction, a set of 
multiple sites can equally fulfill this function. Hence, it offers more combinatorial 
possibilities by allowing sites to compensate for each other and then offers a greater 
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evolutionary flexibility. It is consistent with what we observe in Figure 3; the DPS pattern in 
hydrophobicity and volume is similar to the substitution rate pattern. 
We can imagine an alternative explanation for this high rate of change in interacting 
areas located in the membrane. If a site is not under an interaction selective pressure, it is 
mostly under a hydrophobic constraint. This constraint is stringent and the freedom to vary is 
reduced to hydrophobic residues. The combination of a restrained opportunity space and a 
relatively high rate can make substitutions difficult to detect. Indeed, Griffiths (1998) showed 
that transmembrane domains are highly saturated. Detecting high rates of change in 
interacting areas may actually be artifactual when the rate of change in non-interacting areas 
is underestimated. Furthermore, in interacting areas, frequent changes from one opportunity 
space to another (e.g. from a hydrophobic space to a hydrophilic space) are more easily 
detectable than saturated changes fixed in one opportunity space. Thus, this change of 
constraint creates a transitional landmark that can be easily tracked. These changes will 
conceal changes in saturated areas, and we will be left with the illusion of a faster 
substitution rate. 
DRUIDS presents several false positive results-peaks that do not correspond to a 
phylogenetic model failure (Figure 4: PI, P2, P3, P4). This is likely due to the fact that the 
detected change of constraints is phylogenetic. DRUIDS does not use a tree to detect DPS, so 
it does not differentiate this phylogenetic pattern from the other DFS patterns. 
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Most of the DPS observed can be related to protein-protein interactions. However, 
some regions, such as helix F of cyt b frequently appear in the result and have no known 
interacting function. There are two possible reasons for this: there is infact an interaction 
with these areas but it has not been described for the studied taxa; or these regions are 
involved in compensatory changes of adjacent regions that are themselves interacting with 
neighboring proteins (e.g. helix F is close to helix G or H that interacts with ST). Residue 
charge also seems to be involved in interactions or at least shows a DFS in interacting non-
membrane areas. However, further investigations are needed to understand this pattern. Some 
other properties or combinations of properties must be involved, as well. For instance, the 
first half of the Rb region perfectly fits the HKY model, but does not show any DFS. 
The pattern we detected is not random, and DFS seems correlated to model failure. 
High rate of change alone (i.e. stochastic saturation) does not explain the HKY pattern. 
Indeed, if it were simply a saturation problem, we would expect DFS for all properties to be 
synchronized. This is not the case, different properties show different DFS profiles, but 
together they match the pattern of rate of change. 
Geaedc code 
Patterns in changes in transmembrane interaction constraints that cause a deviation 
from stationarity in hydrophobicity and volume are correlated to the pattern that fails a 
molecular model of evolution. The question is how these events can cause a misleading 
phylogenetic signal. Our results show that DFS in G-C profile follows the HKY profile and 
shows some similarities with the hydrophobicity and volume profiles (Figure 4). This 
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suggests that the kind of changes that occur while the interaction constraints are changing, 
favors DFS in base composition, and this causes phylogenetic model failure. It has been 
proposed that a bias in C-T at the second codon position is correlated to hydrophobicity 
(Naylor et al., 1995; Hassanin ef a/. 1998). This is due to the structure of the genetic code. If 
the hydrophobic constraint changes, then the bias in C-T will tend to change as well. In order 
to better understand the effect of such HV changes of constraint on the phylogenetic signal, 
we implemented a routine that counts every one-step nucleotide mutation for each codon-
every codon presents nine neighbors in a Hamming distance space. The resulting matrices are 
then classified according to their hydrophobicity and volume coded by the obtained codon 
and summed. Classes of hydrophobicity (Kyte-Doolittle) and volume have been determined 
using a clustering algorithm, UPGMA. We considered nine categories of change: 
[hydrophibicity: (increased hydrophobicity, decreased hydrophobocity and conserved 
hydrophobicity)]x[volume: increased volume, decreased volume and conserved volume]. 
Two of the matrices obtained are presented in Figure 10. Interestingly, while the property is 
conserved, changes are symmetrical, but when the property changes they tend to be 
asymmetrical. This may be the cause of phylogenetic model failure—most phylogenetic 
models assume a symmetrical substitution matrix. 
In conclusion, our study shows that using more biological information can give us a 
better understanding of the phylogenetic signal. DFS in physico-chemical properties of 
amino acid, caused by protein-protein interactions, influences the phylogenetic 
reconstruction method by biasing the nucleotide substitution pattern. New models that 
account for changes of constraint or weighting strategies that favor characters for which the 
constraint is conserved need to be designed, in order to improve the tree estimate. 
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A C G T 
A 0 4 11 2 
C 4 0 4 7 
G 11 4 0 2 
T 2 7 2 0 
A 
A c G T 
A 0 0 0 4 
C 0 0 0 12 
G 0 0 0 6 
T 0 0 0 0 
B 
Figure 10. Substitution matrices base of genetic code freedom to vary 
A: Conservative hydrophilic and large volume residue changes. 
B. Hydrophilic to hydrophobic and small to large volume residue changes. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Understanding a biological pattern, mechanism or organization is the daily challenge 
of any biologist. The same questions frequently come to mind: "Is what I observe functional? 
What is the role of natural selection? Are both involved? Maybe this is just stochastic." To 
answer all these questions, there is no substitute for a phylogenetic tree, and no other 
alternative. Trees can be established from many different sources, as long as they are 
independent from the problem being investigated. Many methods and models exist and have 
been implemented in user-friendly software (Felsentein, 1993; Yang 1997; Swoffbrd, 1998,, 
Kumar ef a/., 2000; Muse and Kosakovsky Pond; 2003). This is comforting, because the tree 
is a key step for your research and all your work and interpretation depend on 
it-phylogenetic trees have to be reliable. Again, with all the computational tools and the 
tremendous amount of data that become increasingly available, making a tree does not seem 
to be an obstacle. For any speed bump they may encounter, people have their own pre-
established routine: "Try this model. You should use Bayesian analysis. Did you bootstrap it? 
That's the shortest tree! Well, if your likelihood test said so, your tree must be good. It looks 
consistent and I have so much data anyway! It must be true." Sounds familiar, doesn't it? 
They go along in their merry way creating trees and blindly trusting them. However, reality 
is quite different. Unorthodox and surprising results arise more and more often (Rasmussen 
and Amasson, 1999b; Hedges and Poling, 1999) and phylogenetic methods are showing their 
weaknesses and limitations (Saccone ef a/., 1989; Collins ef a/., 1994; Kim, 1996; Zardoya 
and Meyer, 1996; Yang, 1996; Griffiths, 1997; Russo ef a/., 1996; Cao ef a/., 1998; 
Felsenstein, 1998; Graybeal, 1998; Hillis, 1998; Naylor and Brown, 1998; Poe, 1998; 
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Takzaki and Gobqjori, 1999; Chang and Campbell, 2000). It seems that things are getting 
worse in spite of technological progress. This paradox makes us wonder what forces or 
biases challenge our phylogenetic methods and models. Why, now that we have unparalleled 
amounts of data, are we not better off? A simple analogy is correlation between data points. 
A good correlation may be obtained within a subset of the available data, say five, and if you 
add 20 more data points your correlation may still be fine, but add 100 more data points and 
you may begin to see a deflection. When phylogenetic methods were first established and 
defined, a small amount of data was available and existing computational power did not 
allow for simultaneous analysis of hundreds of taxa. The "data points" were so sparse that the 
biases and artifacts did not have much influence on the final results, at least none that were 
unexpected or not understood. Nowadays it is common to treat 3,000 (molecular) characters 
from 100 taxa in a single analysis. However, using all this information requires better 
understanding of the methods, models, their assumptions, and the data itself. Indeed, as in 
any scientific approach, if an experiment does not work, it signifies that the model or 
prediction does not match the data. You may find that the assumptions on which you based 
your logic do not hold. In fact, all phylogenetic methods and models are based on two 
common assumptions: constant selective pressure and independence of characters. It only 
takes a simple step outside to realize that for every natural phenomenon, violation of these 
assumptions is not a rare event: things change, depend on a context, and are in turn 
contextual for something else. 
For instance, in a protein every amino acid site is different. The evolvability of a site 
depends on the function of the protein to which it belongs and on its particular context—the 
surrounding residues. This idea was illustrated in chapter 2 by the proposal of a new 
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approach to designing DNA sequencing chips. Beginning with a training dataset of a given 
gene for a given clade, we used combinatorics to shuffle all possible nucleotides and then 
created variants that might be found in nature. In addition, we only selected those variants 
that have an amino acid composition consistent with the original training set in order to avoid 
altering the function of the protein and to remain in the same "opportunity space" (Maynard 
Smith, 1970; Naylor and Gerstein, 2000). 
Each site has a particular freedom to vary that is specific to its function, and we can 
easily imagine that this freedom to vary can change. This scenario has been considered by the 
covarion model (Fitch, 1971), which describes sites that undergo a strong functional 
constraint followed by relaxed selective pressure. Things can become more complex: the 
selective pressure can be partially relaxed or can act differentially, allowing sites to perform 
a different function and reach a different opportunity space. This can remain undetected and 
cause difficulties for phylogenetic reconstruction methods. It is absolutely necessary to be 
able to anticipate and detect this problem. Chapter 3 proposed a multiple alignment based 
method, DRUIDS. This concept relies on the fact that if a functional/structural constraint is 
conserved across taxa, we should not observe any differences in the usage of amino acid 
properties across taxa. In other words, we should not observe any local deviation from 
stationarity. The novelty of this approach is that it takes advantage of the available biological 
information (e.g. residue hydrophobicity, volume and charge) and does not use a tree to 
predict potentially problematic regions. 
Although this method is promising, it raises the question of how to deal with these 
regions. Given the new character information, we have begun to sketch possible directions to 
take. For instance, one proposed strategy is to simply delete those characters that have been 
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shown to be involved in changes of constraint. This strategy works sometimes, but is risky 
and can potentially emphasize other misleading signals because it decreases the phylogenetic 
information as well. Indeed, these characters can still be informative in other parts of the tree. 
Because changes of constraint are particular events, only the area of the tree that is 
downstream from these events can be affected. Major changes of constraint can influence 
several sites in only a few branches of the tree. The consequent problematic signal, or 
homoplasy, is not randomly distributed. This is not stochastic and rather than being 
uninfbrmative (loss of phylogenetic signal) it will be misleading if the strength of the 
homplastic signal overrides the "clean" historical signal. In chapter 4, we proposed a method, 
DISECT, to identify such patterns. We also propose a partial-weighting strategy that down-
weights changes in a given character in only part of the tree, downstream of the critical 
homoplastic event. 
A better understanding of the biology of the characters we use and their evolutionary 
dynamic is important to justify the use of phylogenetic methods, models or corrective 
strategies. Chapter 5 is an empirical study of the phylogenetic signal. In this section, we 
dissected the signal to differentiate the historical element from the functional and structural 
homoplastic fraction. We found that frequent changes of constraint occur in the interacting 
areas between proteins of the bel complex. These areas are phylogenetically misleading 
because they violate the assumption of constant selective pressure. Briefly, in trans­
membrane interacting areas, sites alternate between two states: the hydrophobic world and 
the hydrophilic world. The substitution probabilities are different in the two worlds and 
phylogenetic models do not account for this. In addition, two sites can independently reach 
the same functional "state," and with time and narrow freedom to vary (saturation) will be 
strongly homoplastic. This convergence does not happen stochastically for every character or 
in every part of the tree, thus it can be a problem because it could be easily interpreted as 
historical signal with strong certainty. As shown in previous studies, hydrophobicity 
(Griffiths, 1997; Naylor and Brown, 1998, Hassanin ef a/., 1998) plays an important role in 
misleading the phylogenetic signal. We show that volume play an important role as well, but 
it seems that charge is involved in such situations outside the membrane however to a lesser 
extent. This needs to be further explored. 
One solution may be to consider character states only in cases where the regions to 
which they belong share the same constraints. The ultimate goal will be to design a 
phylogenetic model that accounts for this, or a method that uses several models according to 
predicted changes of constraint. 
To summarize, considering all the things that can go wrong with phylogenetic 
reconstruction, I am everyday surprised, and relieved, to see that it works in some cases. An 
accurate way to measure the extent to which hypotheses are violated is necessary to estimate 
the robustness of a tree. New models and methods that account for biology have to be 
designed in anticipation of the tremendous amount of data that will soon be available, and 
that will require better accuracy in phylogenetic reconstruction. If not, there is a greater risk 
that people will no longer trust trees. Phylogenetics is challenged; its future and the way the 
scientific community regards our Geld is in jeopardy. We will ultimately be left in a 
simplistic genomic comparison era where evolutionary context is not considered, leading to 
numerous misinterpretations of biological traits. 
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